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Abstract
Open and un-built spaces can be argued as creating holes and abruptions in the urban fabric, or contradictory,
as being spaces for opportunities and spontaneity. In contemporary urban ideals of density, spaces as these are
rarely planned. In previous paradigms of urban planning however, as during the modernist era, open spaces were
more often intentionally introduced as urban elements.
The study researches the neighbourhood of Bredäng as a distinct case of a modernist suburban area in Stockholm.
Bredäng is characterised partly by its many open unbuilt spaces, which were planned as part of the then prevailing
idea of urbanity where nature and open spaces were seen as providing a peaceful living environment in contrast
to the hectic and unhealthy inner city. In the current planning ideal of Stockholm, the city is to become a
coherent and dense urban environment, and a wish to ‘heal the wounds’ of, primarily, modernist planning, is
stressed. Bredäng is placed between its historical ideals of modernism and contemporary ideals of densification
and continuous urban landscapes, and in this meeting the open spaces will play a vital role.
Through interview studies with planners, engineers and architects involved in current planning of Bredäng, as
well as through analysis of planning documents and policies, the thesis examines the open spaces of Bredäng as
fields for interaction between planning ideals. Three competing, but not mutually exclusive, strategic approaches
emerges from the analysis of the contemporary planning of Bredäng. We categorise these approaches to the open
spaces as; (1) Sustainable Bredäng in which open spaces are understood partly negative, as spaces without quality,
hindering integration, and partly in positive terms as spaces for exploitation and densification. (2) Preserved
Bredäng in which open spaces are romanticised as carriers of the historical legacy and seen as important to
preserve. (3) Polished Bredäng in which the open spaces are perceived as positive for the marketing of the identity
of Bredäng but also as unwanted, unsafe and empty elements.
Regardless approach, the open spaces are seen as in need of definition, as urban parks, as cultural heritage or as
transformed into vibrant spaces for street life. Hence, to be undefined and undisciplined is not a viable alternative
within a contemporary urban context. A historical comparison can be made - if the land where Bredäng was
planned can be seen as a tabula rasa for new visions, the small scale open spaces now becomes a tabula rasa for
contemporary urban thought on which ideas a nd visions can be pictured.
Keywords: urbanity, modernism, open space, urban voids, sustainability, densification, urban planning,
Stockholm, Bredäng

Svensk sammanfattning
I den här uppsatsen undersöks öppna och icke exploaterade ytor i Stockholms ytterstadsmiljö. Dessa ytor
beskrivs i vissa sammanhang som negativa hålrum och som icke-urbana, medan andra argument snarare håller
fram den tomma ytans potential som plats för kreativitet och stadsutveckling. I samtida stadsideal av täthet
och funktionsblandning är öppna ytor sällan medvetet planerade, och ses inte heller som självklara element att
bevara. Detta till skillnad från tidigare planideal där den tomma ytan gavs en annat funktion och därmed tilläts
ta plats i stadsbilden. Ett sådant ideal där den öppna ytan medvetet skapades som del av det urbana återfinns hos
modernismens planeringsideal. Frågan om den öppna ytans vara eller icke vara kan även ses som signifikativ för
en vidare debatt om vilket stadsideal som eftersträvas i och med att det sätter gränser för i vilken miljö och på
vilka villkor som det urbana livet ska levas.
Denna uppsats tar sig an stadsdelen Bredäng i södra Stockholm som ett fall av en välbevarad modernistisk
stadsmiljö där den öppna ytan ges stor vikt och plats i stadsmiljön. Bredängs öppna ytor ses i uppsatsen som spår
av ett stadsideal där grönytor, natur och luftiga typologier sågs som ett positivt alternativ till den täta innerstadens
osanitära och hektiska liv. I samtida planering av Stockholm framhålls dock en vilja att ‘läka såren’ som uppkom
ur en modernistisk planering, samt ett fokus på förtätning och utveckling av modernismens stadsmiljöer. Bredäng
placeras därmed i ett tydligt möte mellan två olika stadsideal, och i detta möte erhåller de öppna ytorna en central
roll.
Genom intervjuer med aktiva planerare, ingenjörer och arkitekter, samt genom dokumentstudier av planeringsoch visionsdokument, utforskar uppsatsen Bredängs öppna ytor som platser för interaktion mellan stads- och
planeringsideal. I analysen av det empiriska materialet framkommer tre parallella planeringsstrategier i den
pågående utvecklingen av Bredäng. Dessa strategier bär med sig tre olika förståelser av Bredängs öppna platser,
som även visar på tre olika visioner av det framtida urbana livet i Bredäng. Strategierna kan kategoriseras som;
(1) Hållbara Bredäng där de öppna platserna förstås delvis negativt som icke-kvalitativa ytor som hindrar möten
och integration, men även positivt som ytor som möjliggör exploatering och förtätning; (2) Bevarade Bredäng där
ytorna romantiseras som bärare av ett historiskt kulturarv och därigenom hålls fram som viktiga att bevara; samt
(3) Polerade Bredäng där de öppna ytorna ses delvis som negativa element som skapar upplevelse av osäkerhet,
men även som potentiella element i skapandet av en ny positiv identitet och i en vidare marknadsföring av
området.
Oavsett strategi så förstås de öppna ytorna som att vara i behov av tydligare definition - som urbana parker, som
kulturminnen eller som ytor att omvandla till plats för levande gatuliv. Följaktligen uppfattas odefinierade och
tvetydiga ytor som svåra att bevara i den samtida urbana kontexten. Den öppna ytan kan här beskrivas som en
tabula rasa där nutida stadsideal kan visualiseras och prövas.
Nyckelord: stadsideal, modernism, öppna ytor, hållbarhet, förtätning, stadsplanering, Stockholm, Bredäng
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There was nothing in particular that drew our
attention to this field, it was just a generic piece
of greenery in a modernist suburb. But in 2013
something happened that set this space apart from
the others.
In July that year the field was filled with activity,
a change that happened over night. The activity
that took place on the field was not the everyday
practices that previously left traces, this was a new
kind of activity, and it was conducted by machines.
Excavators had started to dig up the grass and soil.
Placing rocks in piles, parts of the beaten path were
now lying on top of the grass as a shapeless mass.
In addition to this, the field was now also cut off by
a construction fence. The field that, to us, was an
overlooked part of the modernist fabric now stood
out. This particular open space no longer had the
subtle relation to its context, it was highlighted, it
was no longer belonging to the same category as the
other fields nearby.

Prologue.
This all begins with an observation, an observation
that stretched over a relatively long time span. The
observation in question took place in Bredäng, a
suburb southwest of inner city Stockholm. What
was observed was a field in between some of the, for
Bredäng, typical apartment buildings and the subway
tracks. It wasn’t the field as such, but rather the events
that started to unfold upon the field that caught our
attention. The field upon which the events took place
was one of the many open spaces in Bredäng. The field
was covered in grass. A few trees grew towards the
edges of the field and years of people taking shortcuts
had formed a path across the field. Before the event
took place we never really paid the field any more
attention than we did to the rest of the similar open
spaces in Bredäng and the neighboring modernist
areas.We knew that the field existed, we knew about
the shortcut crossing the field, and that was where
our reflections stopped.

The digging and excavations continued for a few
days before it stopped, as suddenly as it started. The
excavators left the field, leaving it filled with big holes
and piles of rocks resembling cairns that marked the
end of what the field once used to be. The fence
that was put up when the excavation started was left
standing, and continues to shut off the area to this
day, four years later. There are no longer any traces
of everyday life and everyday practices on the field.
It wasn’t the fact that the construction suddenly
stopped and that the field stayed fenced that we
found most interesting. What we found interesting
was twofold. First of all this was the first time we saw
new development in such central parts of Bredäng,
secondly the space transformed in our perspective. It
was lifted into a new category of spaces. From being
a space in the everyday geography it now became a
stage and scenography. On this stage a new era in
Bredäng’s history was unfolding, and it just made its
grand entrance as we were watching from first row.

We’ve seen the seasons transforming the field, the
bright green of spring to the grey of winter, we’ve
seen a field with traces of everyday practices. The
beaten path revealed flows of movement, used
disposable barbeques revealed that interactions and
socialisation had taken place. Even though we never
used this field, others did.
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Figure 1 & 2: The fenced plot.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Bredäng was planned and constructed
during the 1950’s and 1960’s, in the
prime time of modernism in Sweden. The
content of the structure has been replaced,
new inhabitants have moved in, some have
passed away and others have been born,
services has closed or moved and others
have opened up, the society has changed
but the majority of the physical structure
remains. In this introductory chapter the
aim and questions steering this thesis
are presented, as well as their situational
context. The disposition of the thesis is also
presented.
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Bredäng is situated within the city district of Skärholmen in southwestern parts of Stockholm
municipality, which includes the neighbourhoods Skärholmen, Bredäng, Sätra and Vårberg
(see figure 3 & 4). Bredäng is the home of around 10 000 Stockholmers sharing 3656
dwelling units of different sizes and different forms of tenure (Stockholms stad, 2017a). A
big majority lives in multifamily houses, of which the majority are rentals units owned by
private and public landlords.

Figure 3: Stockholm municipality with the district of Skärholmen highlighted in pink and the neighbourhood
of Bredäng striped in black.

Several new housing development projects have during the last years been approved for
Bredäng by the municipal department for Urban Planning. A new house is to be constructed
in the very centre of Bredäng, which is the first addition to the very central parts since its
construction on the 60’s. The plot of land, presented in the preface, will now continue to
be developed. In addition to this, Bredäng is part of the urban development project ‘Fokus
Skärholmen’. This program, run by the municipality of Stockholm, aims at constructing
4000 new homes in the city district of Skärholmen, and to push for a socially sustainable
development of the area.
New plans in Bredäng are now starting to be formulated, built on contemporary ideas of
urban planning and urban life. The interaction between the old and the new is distinct, due
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to the well-preserved structure and aesthetics of the area. This structure is characterised by
the modernist ideals of light and air and is subordinated to nature resulting in unbuilt and
open spaces within the urban landscape. In addition to this, the separation of functions
further accentuates the sharp relation between built and unbuilt. An increasing interest to
develop and add new buildings to Bredäng puts these unbuilt, open spaces in new light.
This process is not unique to Bredäng but is part of a larger discussion over possibilities
and potential risks of developing similar neighbourhoods built in the era of modernism.
However few areas are as structurally intact as Bredäng. In the current planning ideal of
Stockholm the city is to become a coherent and dense urban environment, and a wish to
‘heal the wounds’ of, primarily, modernist planning is stressed (Stockholms stad, 2010).
Bredäng is placed between its historical ideals of modernism and contemporary ideals of
densification and continuous urban landscapes.
In this thesis we take on these unbuilt, open spaces in Bredäng and research them as parts
of a historical but also a contemporary, urban environment. We search for how they are
understood in the ongoing planning projects, and we use these understanding as a foundation
for a wider discussion on how urbanity is reflected within contemporary planning of
Stockholm. The thesis is conducted as a case study where plans, strategic documents and
interviews with involved actors constitutes the empirical material. The material is analysed
from a theoretical framework where ideas of urbanity and understandings of open spaces
within the urban fabric are central thematic.

1
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Figure 4: The city district of Skärholmen with the neighbourhoods (1) Bredäng, (2) Sätra, (3) Skärholmen and
(4) Vårberg.
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Figure 5: A closer look at Bredängs built structure with road network and buildings.
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1.2 Aim and questions
The aim of this thesis is to critically examine contemporary ideals of urbanity, within urban
planning in Stockholm, by exploring the open spaces in Bredäng as fields for interaction
between planning ideals. Further, we aim to broaden the understanding regarding possible
conflicts and potentials when redeveloping areas built in line with modernist ideals.
The thesis is guided by two research questions:
- How are the open spaces in Bredäng understood through the planning process?
- What strategies for urban planning and development is used by the city of Stockholm in
the coming development of Bredäng, and how is the concept of urbanity reflected through
these?

1.3 Disposition
The thesis starts off with a chapter presenting the theoretical background and previous
research, which leads to a presentation of the theoretical framework used throughout the
thesis. Thereafter, in chapter 3, follows a methodological section where the ontological
and epistemological foundations are presented, followed by a discussion regarding research
design and choice of methods. In chapter 4 the focus lies on the historical context of
Bredäng and the planning ideals that shaped it. In chapter 5 empirical data and analysis of
current processes that are shaping the coming development of Bredäng is presented. This
is followed by a discussion in chapter 6 and lastly concluding remarks connected to the
research questions. The maps used in the thesis are illustrative, they are meant to put the
written words into a spatial and geographical context rather than functioning as correct
maps. All photographs and illustrations are made by the authors if not stated otherwise.
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Figure 6: A characteristic view over Bredäng.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE & THEORY

We are now approaching the theoretical
framework in which the thesis is placed. In
relation to our theoretical standpoints we
present an overview of previous research
on urbanity and open spaces in urban
contexts. This intermingling of theory and
literature review is deliberate as we conduct
our research not from a fixed theory but
rather in a continuous dialogue with a
wider field of research. In this field key
sources and approaches are in many ways
interrelated and connected, which creates
a resourceful environment of analytical
frames and theoretical explorations. From
this theoretical overview we develop an
analytical framework for analysis of our
empirical material. This is presented in more
detail in the following chapter concerning
our methodological approach.
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2.1 The production of social and physical space
The aim of critically examining different ideals of urbanity within the planning of Stockholm
rests upon an understanding of space as continuously created and socially structured.
Fundamental for this approach is the theoretical concepts developed by Henri Lefebvre
([1974] 1991) on the social production of space. A key statement in this theoretical
framework is the argument that space cannot be seen as an abstract entity existing separate
from the social life, or as Lefebvre states “space is never empty, it always embodies meaning”
(a.a:154).
In his theory of social space, Lefebvre portrays three categories of understandings that
intersect and interacts to produce a ‘hypercomplexity’ of social space (Lefebvre, [1974]
1991, p. 88). In this triad we find what Lefebvre denotes spatial practice, containing the
routine activities performed by individuals in the physical space. It is the experienced space
of production and reproduction. Contrasting to this experienced space, Lefebvre puts
representational spaces. These spaces are the imagined spaces, filled with symbolism and
images. Representational spaces relates to the physical space by adding a symbolic element to
the material space. An official and dominant category of space is described as representations
of space. This is the conceptualised space of planners, architects and engineers, a category
of space portrayed in codes and signs, with the power of modifying the spatial texture
(Franzén, 2004; Lefebvre, [1974] 1991). The three elements of space presented by Lefebvre
are interrelated and do in various constellations bring forth different understandings of
space. In the negotiation between understandings of space lies an aspect of power and the
negotiations between how space should be perceived, and what perception is the most
legitimate is thus a potentially conflictual phenomenon.
The dialectical relation between space and society is a central core of Lefebvre’s theory
of social space, a thought further developed by Soja (1980) in his concept of the sociospatial dialectic. Soja argues for an understanding of socially organised space as a dialectic
component in the production of wider social and spatial relations. However, such dialectics
should not necessarily be understood as reaching a stable synthesis, it is rather a dialectics
of contradictions and hybridisations. Thus, as Franzén explains, the created space is not
stable, rather always in flux (Franzén, 2004). By sketching the relation between the physical
space and the socially created space Soja (1980), draws focus to the complex interrelation
between materiality and social structures.
By using a theoretical framework of space as the one outlined here, we can start analysing
urban space as containing several dimensions, material, social, mental as well as political
and ideological. We also acquire tools for understanding how space is continuously
constructed through interactions between narratives of space and its physical preconditions.
Aspects of multiple understandings of space have been researched in the field of human
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geography however not so much within the field of urban planning as argued by Bylund
(2013). Therefore Bylund argues for the need to leave behind the notion of a singular fixed
Euclidian space, and rather incorporate a notion of fluid spaces into the urban planning
discipline. Fluidity of spaces does, according to Bylund, refer partly to the mobile element
of spaces, created when ideas and images of space and urban design are transported between
localised contexts. Also, fluidity is connected to the material places targeted as in becoming
during the practice of planning. Hence, to be able to inscribe a new plan on a place, that
space needs to be understood as something being able to be transformed. Here lies the
importance of understanding space as consisting of multiple alternative spatialities in order
to achieve a more substantiated translation between ideas of urban space and its physical
outcome (ibid).

2.2 Ideas of urbanity
In the following section we will present a number of conceptualisations of urban life, and
ideas of the essence of urbanity, that have had great influence on the theoretical debate.
Ferdinand Tönnies conceptual couple of gemeinschaft and gesellshaft formulated in 1887
displays an early way of conceptualising urban life as distinct from a rural or traditional
ways of life (Tönnies, [1887] 2001). The industrialised city is, to Tönnies, constructed on
mechanical interaction, it is the public society where rationality, science and economic
exchange steers all forms of social interaction, framed in the concept of gesellschaft. Opposed
is the traditional community, the organic life of trust and social control, connected to the
term gemeinschaft (ibid). With this sociological distinction between two forms of social
life, Tönnies tries to capture the transformation of society from a pre-modern organisation
to the modern, metropolitan, life (Sandstedt & Westin, 2015). A later formulation of
urbanity is found in Louis Wirths (1938) well cited definition of urbanity as a way of
life. Wirth does, like Tönnies, connect urbanity with concepts as anonymity and density.
However Wirth puts forward these concepts as a basis for formulation of smaller social
groupings in a wider urban setting, hence, the anonymity pushes forward the need of urban
communities. Wirth also sets up three characteristics of the urban where he includes (1)
the physical structure and population base, (2) social organisation and institutions and (3)
a specific set of attitudes, connected to the social control and collective behaviour found in
cities (a.a.,18f ).
Within this frame of modern metropolitan urbanity, described by Tönnies and Wirth,
urban life has traditionally been constructed in either utopian or dystopian terms (Baeten,
2002). Or as Azsar (2004) puts it, the urban is both carrying a promise of pleasure, and
the intriguing possibilities of anonymity, while also displaying the sinful, the morally
questionable and a continuous alienation. An example of such a distinct scale from despair
to emancipation can be found in the works of German philosopher Georg Simmel, an
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influential writer in the early 1900’s intellectual debate on urban life. According to Simmel,
the urban life implies an ’intensification of emotional life’ where the individual is failing to cope
with the increasing diversity and stimuli of the new capitalist urban environment (Simmel,
[1903] 1995, p. 195). Alienation, a general blasé attitude, reservation and sensations of
worthlessness are set up as potential outcomes of an urban life. However, the city is also the
home of the cosmopolite, a place where the anonymity becomes emancipating and where
an extrovert and extravagant life can be lived (Simmel, [1903] 1995). Hence, urbanism,
tends in classical sociological theory to be characterised as a mode of life separated from a
rural and traditional counterpart, and consisting of the risk of alienation sided by an never
ending flow of opportunities of individual emancipation.
The dynamics between urbanity as utopian and urbanity as dystopian can be followed
from late 1800’s, through the twentieth century and into contemporary debates (Baeten,
2002). However with different views on what elements and forms of life denotes utopia
and dystopia. During early and mid 1900’s modern forms of planning were introduced, a
practice that can be seen as a way of disciplining and homogenising the urban sphere – both
in terms of physical structures and social life (Mattsson & Wallenstein, 2010). The modern
city was to be rationalised and structured to counteract the destructive elements and to
tame and equally distribute the individual opportunities (Azsar, 2004).
A talk of the ’modern’, as in a modernist planning, can refer to a number of different
etymological meanings – the modern as the present, as the new or as the momentary
(Heynen, 1999). Berman offers a conceptualisation of three interlinked concepts:
modernisation, modernity and modernism. Modernisation in this sense refers to a process
of technological, industrial and economical development, linked to material and political
changes (Berman, 1988; Skovdahl, 2010). Modernity in Berman’s understanding rather
refers to the individual experience of modernisation or the mental reality of living in what is
understood as ‘modern’ times. Modernism can then be understood as the aesthetic response
to modernisation, in art and culture and architecture (Heynen, 1999). Or, as Harvey puts it;
‘modernism is a troubled and fluctuating aesthetic response to conditions of modernity produced
by a particular process of modernisation’ (David Harvey, 1990, p. 99). In a Swedish context,
the term modernism is closely linked to a political project of creating a social democratic
welfare state, making the connection between politics and urban planning clearly visible
(Björk, 2016; Mattsson & Wallenstein, 2010).
In the 1960’s the modernist rationalisation of the urban sphere began to be understood as a
sign for a modern dystopia. This view was made influential by Jane Jacobs in her critique of
the the contemporary practice of town planning (Jacobs, [1961] 1993). Jacobs’ argument
can be read as that the increasing rationality effectively kills the essence of urban life; the
spontaneous interactions between strangers (Forsemalm, 2004). Forsemalm’s reading of
Jacobs tells us that to plan for empty and disciplined environments in order to create a
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safe city is, according to Jacobs, faulty. Rather, the social control on a well used, mixed
urban space will protect its individual users (ibid). Similar views on the functionalistic
and rational planning of a modernist planning paradigm can be found in the writings of
Jan Gehl ([1971] 1987). As Jacobs, Gehl argues that the rationalised urban environments
of the modernist planning paradigm are filled with flaws and ‘large and impersonal’ open
spaces (a.a. p, 33). He argues for the need of increasing the public spaces where interaction
can take place, however, as public spaces in a dense and mixed urban context. The view of
the desirable and the unwanted has thus shifted, from lifting the anonymous and messy
urbanism as destructive to view discipline and rationality as obstacles for urbanity.

2.2.1 Contemporary urbanisms
The ideals and understandings of urbanity discussed above stems from different historical
contexts, however their influence is not limited to specific time periods but rather keeps
evolving. Also, discussions on the essence of the urban experience keep on attracting
attention from urban researchers. Westin (2010) takes on the task of defining the urban in
relation to the planning profession, in a quest of answering the question of the possibility of
actually planning urbanity. Urbanity, in Westin’s view, is to be understood as both a mental
experience and a physical materiality or as a ‘socio-material action field’(Westin, 2010, p.
193). Urbanity is, according to Westins simplistic definition, the co-presence of multiple
human bodies in a limited space. And with this comes qualities of uncertainty, excitement,
movement and spontaneous interaction (ibid). Planning, on the other hand, is described as
characterised by the distanced, rational and authoritarian view of the planner and architect.
Here a paradox becomes apparent, and leads Westin to conclude that the wish to plan for
urbanity will lead to an inevitable failure.
Though, Westin’s approach to the hardship of planning for an urban atmosphere is based
in a theoretical analysis and rarely a subject discussed within the practice of planning.
The Swedish concept of stadsmässighet, roughly translated as urban qualities, is central
to the planning discipline in Stockholm and denotes the mixture between urban form,
mental and social experiences and aesthetic expressions (Bylund, 2013). Thus, rather than
to break urbanity into several parts - as the administrative, the geographical, the physical
and the ideological - stadsmässighet combines these into a comprehensive idea of an urban
experience.
A recent overview on the discursive construction of the contemporary idea of urban qualities
can be found in Tunström’s research on Swedish planning (Tunström, 2007, 2009). By
analysing planning documents and official guidelines, Tunström portrays a discursive
understanding of the city and of urbanity constructed in the interaction between a perceived
traditional urbanity and concepts of vitality, diversity and density. This contemporary ideal
is according to Tunström constructed upon sharp dichotomies where qualities as sparsity,
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high-rise building structures and traffic separation are depicted as non-urban, unsafe, sterile
and dead. While the urban, the safe, vital and living city is characterised by boulevards and
squares, mixed use and integration (Tunström, 2009). Here one can see inspiration from
the views of Gehl and Jacobs influencing the contemporary debate.
Both Westin and Tunström thus places their research in a field concerned with the
complexities and paradoxes of planning and urbanity, however working from two different
approaches. Tunström argues for the hardship of planning for urbanity from the standpoint
that there exists no such thing as a distinct urbanity, an essence or true conceptualisation
is impossible. Westin, on the other hand puts urbanity and planning as two incompatible
opposites – planning is an ordering of the chaos and insecurity that characterises urbanity.
The urbanism described as dominating in the Swedish planning paradigm by Tunström lies
close to what Haas (2016) terms re-urbanism. With a focus on a web of mixed uses and
functions, re-urbanism looks towards the traditional inner city block structure as a good
example of the urban form, and in extension, as a good example of urban street life (ibid).
Haas concludes that a number of features are important within the frame of re-urbanism;
“beauty, sensibility, flexibility, character and a clear vision of the good city” (Haas, 2016, p.
186). These elements will help repair the current urban form, and create a mixed city with a
multitude of functions of services, shops and institutions for a dynamic urban life and bear
many similarities to the earlier concept of new urbanism (see Talen, 2016).
Parallel to the above approach to urbanism as a vital mixing of activities and aesthetics lies a
more critical view on the contemporary organisation of the large cities in the western world,
with focus a on the impact of neoliberal economics on the governance and organisation of
cities. Life in the neoliberal city, marked by a terminology of creativity and entrepreneurship
(Harvey, 1989), is seen not as liberating but as a means of generating profit for a neoliberal
economy (Baeten, 2012; Peck, Theodore, & Brenner, 2009). MacLeod & Ward (2002)
argues that contemporary new urbanism, as an effect of a neoliberal economic approach,
lacks sufficient tools for analysing its social and economic effect, and that the focus on
aesthetics and attractive facades contributes to an increased segregation in the urban sphere.
They describe the contemporary western city as creating a patchwork-quilt urbanism, with
enclaves of exclusive lifestyles and excluded areas marked by poverty (ibid). By encouraging
consumption (Zukin, 2011), increasing living costs through land and housing speculation
(Clark, 2013), by excluding and displacing economically weak inhabitants (Lund Hansen,
2006; Baeten, Westin, Pull, & Molina, 2016) the neoliberal influence creates a selective
urbanism for certain groups and lifestyles. The relation between urban planning as a
politically steered practice and neoliberal ideas of free markets and lessened governmental
control may seem paradoxical. Baeten (2012) however argues that a modernist planning
paradigm and the contemporary neoliberally influenced planning practice shares similarities,
especially in their understandings of planning as tool for reshaping and ‘building away’
the unwanted city, and their common beliefs in continuous economic and technological
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development (ibid).
A recent addition to the spectra of urbanisms lays in the ideal of the sustainable city.
Ranging from a deep green focus on environmental and ecological sustainability to a more
light green version of sustainable growth with focus on economic issues, sustainability has
become to signify a number of different approaches (Connelly, 2007). From this multitude
of approaches to sustainability, and urban sustainability, stems a variety of different ways
of organising and understanding urban life (Gunnarsson-Östling, Edvardsson Björnberg,
& Finnveden, 2013). From advocating an urban sphere constructed on technical solutions
and green technologies (Cole, 2005; Guy & Marvin, 1999), to more localised communities
with elements of sharing and co-production (Tunström, Gunnarsson-Östling, & Bradley,
2015) or to urban environments constructed along ideas of environmental justice (Pearsall
& Pierce, 2010) or de-growth (Jackson, 2009).
In recent years the aspect of social sustainability, as a third dimension along with economic
and environmental sustainability, has been increasingly pushed in a Swedish planning
context (Tunström et al., 2015). Social sustainability is a contested concept, though often
connected to wide concepts as social equity, well-being or quality of life and social cohesion
(Manzi, Lucas, Lloyd-Jones, & Allen, 2010). Planning for sustainability is a key theme in
Swedish planning, however, how to implement and whose interests should be taken into
account is not always clear (Gunnarsson-Östling et al., 2013). Bradley (2009) shows how
types of urban lifestyles are ascribed to different sustainable approaches, where lifestyles
connected to high-rise suburban areas are portrayed as less sustainable than lifestyles of
inner city or suburban villa areas. Discourses of sustainability are thus entangled with
aspects of class, ethnicity and education which lead to further stigmatisation of certain
lifestyles and urban areas, or sometimes to drastic changes of neighbourhoods framed under
concepts as green or environmental gentrification (Bradley, 2009; Carfagna et al., 2014;
Dale & Newman, 2009; Elliott, 2013). While in concrete terms, as Hult and Larsson
(2016) shows, sustainability in the form of lowering environmental impact and efficient use
of resources, is not always found in the areas marketed as pioneers of sustainability.
To define the form of a sustainable urban landscape is, as Tunström and Bradley (2014)
argues, a discursive practice where certain key concepts - density, lifestyle and functional
integration - are constructed as normative elements. Hult (2017) shows that sustainability,
in a Swedish context, have become a successful element in city marketing and branding
strategies. She also points toward a narrow idea of sustainable urban areas as consisting of
geographically distinct enclaves of high technological environmental solutions, targeting
a middle class customer segment (ibid). Swyngedouw (2007) argues that sustainability
has lost its relevance as a political concept, it is increasingly used as a term to conceal
inequalities and conflicts arising from the current societal organisation in a neoliberal
economy. As such he argues that sustainability has become a postpolitical concept, which
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obscure ideological differences (ibid).
As this short overview of historical, and more contemporary ideals of urbanity has shown,
ideals are shifting over time. We have as yet been moving in a context of concepts and ideas,
below we move the discussion into a more physical and material setting.

2.3 Urban open spaces
The idea of the dense city, discussed by Thuström and others, has recently been placed in a
sustainable context where sprawl and long distances is unwanted (see Guy & Marvin, 1999).
In the sustainable discourse one can detect a paradox concerning the relation between density
and the wish of preserving a specific category of urban open spaces, namely green spaces and
urban nature. Uggla (2012) shows that greenery and urban nature is conceptualised both
as an obstacle for future development of the city and an important feature for a sustainable
development. Amongst the positive effects of urban greenery, Uggla points towards an
increased biodiversity and ecosystem services, as well as an overall impact on human wellbeing. They are also targeted as positive elements in form of means for urban marketing
– the green areas of Stockholm are perceived as vital parts of the city’s attractiveness (ibid).
Contradictory, Uggla also shows that another parallel conceptualisation of urban greenery
rather pushes the green areas as prohibiting the expansion of the dense city and thus hinders
Stockholm from reaching its full potential as a modern and dense capital. Here green spaces
are thus a site for contradictory ideals, but common in these ideals is the notion of green
spaces as carrying a clear and distinct function - as environmental assets or as land assets
for development (ibid). Green spaces and similar empty, open or left over spaces within
urban environments have been widely discussed within the fields of planning, sociology,
architecture and geography to name a few. One common thread among these disciplines is
the understanding of these spaces as complex and as filled with meanings.
In a recent essay, Stenberg (2017) begins to outline the question of the form and typology
of urban environments in Stockholm. His analysis starts in an exploration of the planning
of housing areas under the national political program called The Million Homes Program,
lasting from 1965 to 1975. During these years one million homes were planned and
constructed throughout Sweden, resulting in large areas marked by aesthetics and typologies,
similar to Bredängs character, with a large share of open green spaces. Stenberg describes
what he perceives as a knowledge gap concerning the generous outdoor public spaces
planned in The Million Homes Program housing areas. He point towards that the qualities
and potentials of these spaces are not thoroughly analysed and understood, and that further
research could shed new light on how these spaces are used and perceived today. Similar
argument is put forward by Kristensson (2012) in a discussion on the spaciousness of the
housing areas of The Million Homes Program. Kristensson argues that a continuous focus
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on densification, without deeper analysis of the local and contextual positive elements of
open green spaces, could lead to a impairment of the local living environment with lesser
green space, higher pressure on local traffic networks and a general weakening of the local
urban identity (ibid).
Ståhle (2007) takes on the question of ambiguous open areas in urban areas but in a
quantitative matter. Drawing from Lefebvre’s spatial triad and Latour’s Actor-NetworkTheory Ståhle explores undefined spatialities and territorialities. These spaces, which he
terms ‘ambiterritories’, are conflicted between the private or public, a kind of no-man’s
land. By examining and comparing several types of urban areas Ståhle finds that Swedish
modernist, post-war areas have a large extent of this ambiterritory. Ståhle further argues that
the urbanism of modernism created, consciously or unconsciously, open and unbuilt public
spaces. Some of these still acts as public spaces, but are however often uncontrolled as they
are far from private interventions and public presence. Others were created as public but
are now something else due to a (liberal) societal change (ibid). He ends up in discussion
regarding modernist areas as harder to read and manage compared to urban grids and villa
areas, posing an inherent critique of these areas and their urbanity (ibid).
There are many definitions similar to ambiterritories that tries to capture seemingly
empty urban spaces. Many of these definitions refer to abandoned places in a dense urban
environment, while others refer to abandoned houses or abandoned industrial sites and
others to parking spaces. These spaces have been given terms such as ‘urban voids’ (Torres
García, 2017; von Schéele, 2016), ‘junkspace’ (Koolhaas, 2002), ‘wasteland’ (Gemmell,
1977), ‘spaces of uncertainty’ (Cupers & Miessen, 2002), ‘everyday space’ (Crawford,
1999) and ‘terrain vagues’ (de Solà-Morales, 1995) to name a few. As Barron (2013) argues,
many of these terms hold a negative association.
Koolhaas (2002) coined the term junkspace as a way to define what he sees as the forgotten
space in between architectural containers of space. Within architecture and planning
Koolhaas sees an obsession of looking at production of space through the opposite of space,
namely by objects and substance (ibid). What Gehl sees as ‘large and impersonal’ open spaces
in modernist planning are in Koolhaas understanding a leftover from the creation of space
by objects. Inherent to junkspace is a critique of modern architecture and the rationalised
heritage from modernism and its urban shapes (Koolhaas, 2002). This view is criticised by
Crawford (1999) in her notion of everyday urbanism and its everyday spaces. Rather than
seeing these spaces as flaws or as the diminishing of context, Crawford see these spaces as
filled with potential and argues that they can be a base for developing our urban spaces
(ibid). The everyday spaces are the many urban spaces without a clear function; they are the
spaces that were left out or leftover, much like Koolhaas’ junkspaces and they can take many
appearances and are the ‘connective tissue that binds daily lives together’ (a.a. p, 25). While
the theories of Koolhaas and Gehl can be seen as a critique against an urbanity that seeks
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something else than the dense city, Crawford approaches the spaces as less fixed and sees
the spaces as continuously produced with multiple meanings and in constant negotiation,
drawing on Lefebvre (Crawford 1999).
One essential definition of seemingly empty spaces is de Solà-Morales (1995) terrain vagues.
de Solà-Morales argues that these spaces cannot be understood as isolated in time and space.
By defining these spaces as terrain vagues he tries to capture the many dynamic meanings
and understandings of the spaces, and also the process that they are in. A space can become
a terrain vague when it loses its distinct function and productivity, thereby losing its role
as an economic asset to the contemporary city (ibid). However, de Solà-Morales argue that
we cannot understand the term terrain vague solely by looking at the English meaning of
the words ‘terrain’ and ‘vague’. The term captures the ambiguous and multifaceted nature
of these spaces only if we go back to the French meaning of the words where they can be
understood as not fixed, as spaces containing a number of meanings and functions which
are changing over time and the meaning they possess are highly subjective (ibid). de SoláMorales’ understanding of the open spaces as a ‘negative image of the city’s interior’ in terms
of being a space not functioning as effectively as the urban should bears resemblance with
Gehl’s ([1971] 1987) understanding of space and urbanity. In other words, a space can
become a terrain vague if it no longer contribute to economic efficiency or contribute to the
rational function of a city. Sóla-Morales argues, in contrast to Gehl, that these terrain vagues
still have a value, even though unproductive, they can function as spaces of opportunity
and freedom in an otherwise capitalist cityscape (Solà-Morales, 1995). This is also related to
what Barron (2013) sees in these spaces, namely that they are always in flux between former
and future development.
In line with the understanding of these spaces as spaces in flux is Torres García’s use of the
concept ‘urban voids’. The urban void frames a duality of the spaces, as a space lacking
material conditions and functions and as a space lacking metaphorical conditions, the
urban void conceptualises a ‘principle of absence that underlies urban space’ (Torres García,
2017, p. 13). The emptiness of an urban void, as framed by Torres García, is therefore part
of the urban space rather than an obstacle for urbanity (cf. Uggla, 2012) or as something
that was left out (cf. Koolhaas, 2002). Torres García acknowledges that these spaces are
socially created and contested, and that they are situated within power structures. Through
a conceptualisation of urban voids, the agency of urban spaces can be explored and further
examine how society invests in these spaces (Torres García, 2017, p. 15).
Von Schéele (2016) also uses the term urban voids and situates them in a Swedish context.
As García’s understanding of these spaces as filled with duality, von Schéele sees them as
ambiguous spaces. They can be filled with potential or might be lacking urban potential
and structure, they are however never neutral (ibid). von Schéele argues that the term
void underlies a paradigm where the norm is well-defined and ordered space. The void is
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surrounded by this well-defined and ordered space and thereby becomes clearly distinguished
as something other (ibid). In other words, von Schéele is arguing that the urban void exist
as part of a dichotomy where the ordered and defined urban space is opposite to what can
be understood as urban voids. Further von Schéele argues that the contemporary planning
discourse in Sweden constructs the urban voids and suburbs as spaces lacking an identity
and opposing the urban ideal, they ‘[…] share common position in the hegemonic discourse
on the city […]’ (von Schéele 2016, p 190). As García, von Schéele is looking at the urban
voids as a political space entangled in power structures and relations. By critically exploring
these spaces she tries to de-mystify them and by doing so looking at them as spaces as any
other form of urban space. Subordinating them to the grander notion of urban space allow
her to questions them as just being left over and empty spaces (von Schéele 2016).
As discussed, open unbuilt spaces have been defined by a number of different terms and
notions, each carrying their own values, understanding and contexts. In this thesis we use
the term ‘open space’ for the spaces in Bredäng. In the case of Bredäng most of these open
spaces are green, in the form of green parks, fields of grass and small shrubs.

2.4 Analytical framework
From the theoretical concepts and themes discussed above we have developed an analytical
framework through which the empirical material will be guided. The theoretical discussion
can be ordered into two theoretical themes - open spaces and urbanity. These themes do
not exclude each other; rather they co-exist and construct each other. The wider theme of
urbanity incorporates the open spaces in focus for our analysis; however the open spaces are
also specific locations with distinct characters, ascribed meanings, physical preconditions
and roles to play in relation to the wider geography of Bredäng and Stockholm. Also, we
are moving along an analytical scale between an abstract scale of ideas and discourses and a
material scale of localised spaces. Here a dialectical view is important in order to acknowledge
how these scales are co-constructed (see Soja, 1980).
The tension between ideas and materiality allow us to look at the open spaces as fields of
interaction for planning ideals, and as elements in the wider geography of Stockholm. The
open spaces are physical, while also ascribed different meanings and understandings in
the planning process. Urbanity is also constructed through a dynamic relation between its
physical form and the abstract ideas formulating its social meaning. The simplistic model
on the next page shows the relation between the themes along the scale of ideas - materiality.
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Figure 7: The concepts of urbanity and open space interacting on the theoretical scale of idea and materiality.

To exemplify; the material aspect of open spaces relates to such things as the physical
preconditions or the geographical localisations. On the other end of the spectra, the one
based in ideas, open spaces are signified and shaped through ascribed meanings, for example
as spaces for social life or spaces for exploitation.
Urbanity is manifested in material form by things such as the agglomeration of built
structures or the concrete infrastructure. While the social meaning of these agglomerations
of physical materialities are shaped as ideas and ideologies.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The theoretical standpoints displayed in
previous chapter, as well as the aim and
research questions, steers the thesis into
the form of a case study. In the following
chapter the choice of this research design
is presented, as well as methodological
discussions regarding interviews and text
analysis. The chapter however starts with
a discussion over the epistemological and
ontological foundations of the thesis. Lastly
we critically reflect on the chosen methods,
our delimitations and our positions as
researchers.
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3.1 Epistemological and ontological foundation
This thesis is placed within a frame of social constructionism where we regard knowledge
as socially constructed in interaction between subjects and within institutions (Alvesson
& Sköldberg, 2000). Hence, knowledge, in the context of social science, is not perceived
as an objective truth but rather continuously negotiated within discursive and social
frames (Gergen & Gergen, 2007). Thereby it is vital to acknowledge the discursive level
of urban planning, as it is based in a nexus of cultural, political and economic trends and
practices which applies meanings to the ideas, concepts and practicalities of planning (see
Hajer & Versteeg, 2005). The urban spaces localised in the spatial reality of Bredäng are
fundamental for the thesis, and as such adds a clearer emphasis on the discursive relation
between materiality and ideas. In this way we follow Childs’ (2008) description of the built
form as a medium for telling stories, to illustrate how the narratives constructed within
the dominating planning paradigm influences and shapes the spatial urban reality. Based
in this critical ontological approach, we argue that planning should not be perceived as an
objective and rational practice. Rather, with support in Buunk and van der Weide’s (2014)
discussion on values in planning, we argue for the need to understand planning as rather
composed of several types of rationalities based in several types of narratives and set of
values.
An ontological approach based in social constructionism and an acknowledgement of
the discursive elements of urban planning brings forward the question of power and
constructions of truths. Truths, in the shape of knowledge, are tightly interconnected to
power in ‘any institutionalized planning’ (Van Assche, Duineveld, & Beunen, 2014, p.
2386). The planning system is not operating in isolation but rather within a contested
field where the exercise of power is a necessity. Planning is in other words never neutral or
objective, it is politics (van Assche et al. 2014). Drawing from poststructuralist theoretical
discussions on power, in the legacy of Luhmann, Foucault and Deleuze among others,
Van Assche et al. argues that power in relation to planning can be seen through the three
aspects of power in, on and of planning. Power in planning acknowledge the power relation
and interactions between actors in the planning system. It also highlight the processes of
defining the reasons for planning as an expression of power. While power in planning refers
to internal power relations, power on planning rather refer to the external factors such as
e.g. ideology that influence and steer planning. The power of planning is referring to the
varied effects it has on society and cannot be understood on its own but only in relation to
the other aspects (ibid). However, a distinction between the aspects of power is important
as a mean to explore planning ‘as a system within society where power relations constitute
the possibilities, the forms, and the potential impact of planning’ (Van Assche et al., 2014, p.
2395).
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3.2 Case study
This thesis is designed as a qualitative case study, with Bredäng and its unbuilt land targeted
as our case. In this way one can describe it as an embedded single-case design with multiple
units of analysis, in a common context (Yin, 2012). The relation between the case and the
context is vital here, as the open spaces in Bredäng are located within in a larger spatial
context as well as a wider discursive setting of urban planning. Flyvbjerg (2006) argues that
knowledge is always context-dependent and that a case study provides a way of researching
this kind of situational knowledge. A case study approach thereby allows us to look at these
spaces and their context up-close, leading to new insights and deeper understandings (Groat
& Wang, 2002; Yin, 2012).
A case study does not have a fixed set of methodological tools, instead a number of methods
are encouraged, this in order to approach the subject from different angles and dimensions
(Yin, 2012). Hard-data are more or less irrelevant as the aim is not to prove, in a positivistic
sense, but rather to increase the understandings and contribute to knowledge accumulation
within a wider discussion (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The empirical material in this thesis consists of
semi-structured interviews with agents active in the on-going development of Bredäng as
well as document and text analysis, as described in the next section.
It has been argued that case studies are subjective, non generalisable and that the validity is
hard to strengthen (see e.g. Flyvbjerg, 2006). There has at the same time been a discussion
of generalisability as post positivist and overrated for qualitative research (see Lincoln &
Guba, 2013). As case studies, and other forms of qualitative research, have been faced
with this criticism, it is an important issue to raise. We would argue in line with Yin that
it is important to distinguish between what he calls statistical generalisations and analytic
generalisation (Yin, 2012). Statistical generalisation is applicable to quantitative studies
while the analytic generalisation is better applied to qualitative studies, such as qualitative
case studies (ibid). An analytical generalisation is dependent on a theoretical framework
for the chosen case, a framework that later could be applied to another similar case (ibid).

3.2.1 Interviews
Qualitative interviews is one of the most common methods within case studies and can reveal
how the respondents construct reality and thereby display one possible understanding of the
phenomena researched (Yin, 2012; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). Or as Håkansson (2015)
frames it; the use of semi-structured interviews provides opportunities for unexpected turns
in the conversation. Individual experiences, references to similar cases, longer reflections on
the subject at hand or new themes can emerge and deepen the discussion, and in extension,
our understanding of the case (ibid).
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The sample of respondents (see table 1) include planners, architects and civil servants who
are currently working on projects in the area, or that have previous experience of planning
in Bredäng. This set of respondents is selected based on their insight and understanding of
the case of Bredäng and allows us to approach the case from multiple angles. Key informants
have been identified and can be seen as gatekeepers, allowing access to further respondents
(Cloke et al., 2004). In this way one can describe the sampling method as a mix of criterion
sampling (the criteria here is set at finding respondents involved in the process of urban
planning in Bredäng) followed by a strategy of snowball sampling (Creswell, 2013). The
respondents in our study are all involved, from different angles, in the planning of Bredäng
and Stockholm. In this sense, we are approaching the respondents in their roles as experts as
we are aiming at understanding their knowledge and interpretation of the studied subject.
They possess knowledges and experiences from which they make interpretations and
decisions on matters of planning (Björk, 2016). However, as planners and employed civil
servants they can also be understood as prolonged executors of the political will and formal
juridical elements of power (ibid).
Respondent

Position

Respondent 1

Urban planner, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 2

Engineer, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 3

Engineer, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 4

Architect

Respondent 5

Architectural planner, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 6

Politician, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 7

Urban planner, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 8

Landscape architect, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 9

Urban planner, Stockholm municipality

Respondent 10

Architect, Stockholm municipality

Table 1. Outline of respondents

The interviews were conducted based on an interview guide with thematics derived from
the aim and research questions of this thesis. This scheme was then broadened with more
detailed question corresponding to the respondents professional role and field of expertise.
Hence, all interviews were conducted with basis in a common framework. The initial
common interview guide can be found in appendix I. During the interviews, that ranged
between 45 to 60 minutes, both of the authors were present. All interviews were conducted
in Swedish and transcribed, quotes from the interviews are therefore translated into English
by the authors.
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The transcripts from each interview were explored and analysed based in a set of wide themes;
Urban qualities, open/un-built spaces, strategies for planning and characteristics of Bredäng.
These themes were sought after and used for coding the material. This form of ‘prefigured’
themes were derived from the theoretical frame and the aim of the thesis (Creswell, 2013).
However, this was conducted with an open eye for detecting contradictions and statements
and discussions where themes were overlapping or extended into unexpected themes of
interest for the study (ibid).

3.2.2 Document and text analysis
In addition to the semi-structured interviews the study rests on an analysis of official
documents and textual sources. Planning documents, in the form of pre-studies, or plan
descriptions, are collected to empirically support our analysis of the ongoing developments
in Bredäng. Strategic documents, policies and visions do further connect political ideals to
the planning practice. The selection of documents are delimited to plans on the larger scale
of Stockholm, as these guide the development of Bredäng and display the conceptual and
political understanding of the city as a whole, and of Bredäng in particular. Key documents
analysed is the current comprehensive plan for Stockholm (Stockholms stad, 2010) with
accompanying strategic documents. Also the proposed new comprehensive plan, currently
under development, play a vital role in the analysis (Stockholms stad, 2016f ). In addition
to this, local development plans for Skärholmen city district is included in the document
analysis. Besides these key documents a number of supporting municipal policies, guidelines
and detailed development plans are used as empirical data.
The analysis of official documents is not made in the belief of capturing an official truth of
the state of Bredäng, rather, in line with the ontological approach, the documents are seen
as ‘social facts’ or social artefacts representing specific ideologies, contexts and purposes
(Coffey, 2014). Besides the textual sources, cartographic representations, as illustrative
maps or detailed development plans, and visual images of urban spaces will also be treated
as empirical data. The cartographic representation adds complementary views on how ideals
of urbanity and urban life is perceived within planning paradigms, and may therefore add
to a deeper understanding of the case at hand (Dühr, 2015).

3.3 Delimitations
The thesis sets a clear geographical delimitation along the borders of the city district of
Skärholmen, and the smaller frame of borders around the neighbourhood of Bredäng. This
sharp administrative spatial bordering is used to capture the case and is also referred to
in the empirical gathering when interviewing the municipal planners and reading official
document. However, we do relate the distinct geographical area to wider spatial and
conceptual settings. Stockholm’s municipal planning and the planning of Stockholm as a
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metropolitan region constitutes this wider setting. Urban planning in Sweden rests upon a
municipal monopoly (“SFS: 2010:900. Plan- och bygglag,”) and therefore the municipal
level is highly important in order to understand the frame in which Bredäng is planned
and developed. However, politics and policies from national level, and EU-levels, are also
influencing and steering the planning practice. These levels are however not explicitly
included in our case.
Due to the aim and our chosen theoretical base, presented in earlier chapters, will we not
capture all possible dimensions of the urban space in Bredäng. As an example, we will not
research into the lived experience of the residents and visitors of Bredäng, nor go deeper
into the mediated image of the area. These dimensions are important to fully understand
the spatial and social constitution of Bredäng, however, our focus on the strategies for urban
planning are steering us towards the space represented and created within, and through, the
planning process.

3.4 Critical reflections
As students within the field of contemporary urban planning we find ourselves embedded
in prevailing discourses on the role of planning. We are also entangled in numerous frames
of pre-understandings and internalised discourses on issues of knowledge creation, of
power structures and of societal norms (Cloke et al., 2004). Hence, our research aiming at
studying the very paradigm we find ourselves in will be biased through our connection with
the phenomena under investigation. However, an objective view on any subject of study is
not, as Cloke and colleagues argues, obtainable as the position of the researcher is always
situated within particular social contexts (ibid). Hence, all decisions, all formulations of
questions, all samplings and selections are made with basis in our previous knowledge end
experiences.
As the thesis moves within the frames of municipal planning, additional external actors,
voices and approaches are not included which conceals the full complexity of planning. Nor
is the voice of the urban users included, which should be considered as a force influencing
the course of planning. Within the process of data gathering, and later the handling of the
data, a number of decisions were taken – questions of whom to interview, where to search
for documents and how to frame and operationalise the subject studied were asked. From
this selection of materials further choices were made in the way of analysing, and also on
how to transfer the data into written text. This process of abstracting data from spoken
words leads, as Kvale and Brinkmann argues (2014), inevitably to transformations of
original meanings. The fact that we have been two researchers present during the interviews
and in the analysis of them can however add a level of intersubjectivity into the analysis as
continuous conversations on the meaning of the empirical data can bring to light multiple
possible interpretations (Håkansson, 2015).
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We are studying the current planning ideals not as a separate practice but in relation to
historical environs and past ideals of planning. The distance in time does not entail any
clearer and unbiased view of past plans, as our vision on the past is made from a position in
the current social and scientific context (Hall, 2007). Also, our epistemological approach
can be seen as a critique against a rational view on knowledge claims, which in turn implies
an inherent critique of the modernist planning paradigm as built on ideas of rationality and
objective knowledge claims (Rydin, 2007). Herein lies another issue which could bias our
analysis. We are searching for strategies in current planning for redeveloping past modernist
urban areas, and according to Rydin’s view, this meeting between the contemporary and
the modernist is in itself a relationship built on critique. Questioning of knowledge claims
and the dismissal of a modernist knowledge consensus is, according to Rydin, fundamental
in the postmodern planning paradigm, or as she expresses it; “Knowledge now has a variety
of sources and takes a variety of different forms” (a.a: 54). However, contradictory, planning
as practice is still constituted on similar views on the continuous progress of society and
the ability of planning to steer and guide said progress (Rydin, 2007). Hence, our analysis
and our position in the conducted research are both biased by a critique of past ideas of
knowledge and rationality, while also embedded in contemporary ideas on progress and
the potentials of planning. And, by our research we will add further text and narratives to
the field of urban planning research and thus reinforce old, or construct new, stories and
knowledges within the field (see Cloke et al., 2004).
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CHAPTER 4
MAKING BREDÄNG

Bredäng has not always existed. It was
planned for and developed all at once,
as on a tabula rasa. The planning and
development took place within a specific
context of Swedish modernism. Certain
ideas and ideals forged Bredäng into its
shape. Below we will tell the story of the
creation of Bredäng, from the initial plans,
to the ideological context. Lastly a short
overview of Bredängs transition from the
1960’s until today is presented. This leads
us forward into the next chapter on the
contemporary planning in Bredäng.
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Figure 8 & 9: Aerial pictures over Bredäng. The left image shows the area in 1985, the right in 2015. Image
source: © Lantmäteriet (2016a, b)

4.1 Planning
The area now consisting of Bredäng and Sätra was targeted as a potential area for new
housing development by the municipality already in the general plan for Stockholm from
1952. Parts of the land had been in municipal ownership since the 1940’s, and in 1961
the remaining areal was bought by the municipality with support from private developers
(Rittsél, 2000). From an area inhabited by 100 persons in 1948, the new Bredäng was
planned to house 7400 persons when finished (Stockholms stadsplanekontor, 1952). The few
existing buildings and the municipal ownership of the land opened up for a comprehensive
and holistic plan where the development of the new areas could be monitored (Rittsél,
2000). The subway connection from the inner city was also presented in the general plan,
as a foundation for future development (Stockholms stadsplanekontor, 1952).
A first general plan for the area then called Sätra gård, drawn by architects Josef Stäck and
Göran Sidenbladh, was conducted in 1960 (figure 10). A number of features are described
and was set to steer the ongoing planning. Traffic separation, with core pedestrian routes,
localisation of commercial centres, relations between residential buildings and services, and
architectural guidelines was established (Stockholms stad, 1960). A key objective was to
create a ‘clear and comprehensible’ plan structure where the shift between green free spaces
and built structures are mentioned as important in order for visual orientability (a.a:13).
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Figure 10: General plan for the Sätra district, including the neighborhoods of Sätra in the south, and Bredäng
in the north-west. Illustration: Göran Sidenbladh (1960).

Correspondingly, in the local proposed plan for the neighbourhood of Bredäng by
Stockholm municipality, also conducted by Josef Stäck and Göran Sidenbladh in 1961, a
clear and ordered structure was held desirable (Stockholms stad, 1961). This plan, covering
the western parts of the high-rise settlement, steered the following plans for north and
central Bredäng (Stockholms stad, 1962a, 1962b). A coherent plan with distinct features
and clear functions ascribed to the different spaces, and with a high density of residents,
were named as key features to create a modern urban area (Stockholms stad, 1961). The
formal and strict ordering of the residential houses, in a north-south direction with a
slight 15 degree tilt northeast-southwest and with a distance with 50 meters between the
structures, are described as an ideal localisation for orientability and sunlight (ibid). A rigid
traffic separation was proposed, with central streets that would lead cars into the area, and
parking was made available in separate parking garages (ibid).
By locating parking in separate buildings, space for playgrounds and green structure could
be planned in close proximity to the residential houses. An objective for the planning
of Bredäng was to further elaborate the system of traffic separation compared to earlier
planned neighbourhoods, and to aim of making the pedestrian routes the most convenient
path for movement (AB Svenska Bostäder, 1964). Hence, most of the pedestrian routes are
separated from car roads in a complex and well defined network of pedestrian paths. These
are connecting the residential buildings to the local green areas, which in turn connects to
the wider recreational areas surrounding Bredäng, as the natural reserve along the shore of
lake Mälaren (Stockholms stad, 1961).
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The core entrance point to Bredäng was, and still is, the subway stop, located in the center
of the new development. Its relation to the natural topology is highlighted by a high
viaduct that stretches over the central valley. The entrance to the subway is located in the
commercial and service center of Bredäng. Here a number of cultural, commercial and
social activities were located in close proximity to the embedded central square. A school,
library and sports facilities, along with shops, banks and restaurants were planned and
constructed (Riksantikvarieämbetet, 2017a, b).
The separation of traffic reserved the square and the commercial street for pedestrian use
(Stockholms stad, 1962a). The housing typology planned, and later realised, is dominated
by the characteristic 8 story high-rise multifamily houses separated by green open areas
(see figure 11). These high-rises are located around the centrum area and the large scale
typology stretches up on the hillside east and north of the centre, and down on the lower
lands in the south and west directions. Beyond the band of high-rises are lower multifamily
houses, primarily three stories high, followed by individual small houses and terrace houses
towards the edges of the area. This ordered structure of heights and coherent areas of similar
housing type is in the original plans described as adding to the urban character of Bredäng
(Stockholms stad, 1962b). The first constructions of residential houses started in 1962, and
by the opening of the subway station in 1965 the area was nearly completed.

Figure 11: Proposed plan over the western part of central Bredäng. Illustration: Josef Stäck (1961a)
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4.1.1 Open spaces and built form
In the plans by Stäck and Sidenbladh over the central parts of Bredäng, it is stressed that
small embedded and ‘forgotten’ natural residues must be avoided, if an urban feeling and
look is to be reached (Stockholms stad, 1961, p. 2). Also, small remainders of natural
vegetation are termed as ‘valueless” from an environmental view. To counteract the creation
of unvalued patches of vegetation it is, according to the plans, important to clearly determine
what functions each space is to fill (ibid).
Contemporary guidelines for how green areas were to be planned and conceptualised
in urban residential areas is given in the publication God Bostad (translated as ‘good
dwelling’) by the National Board of Housing, published 1960 (Kungliga Bostadssyrelsen
1960). Here the green environment is stressed as an important feature in the creation of
successful housing areas. Links are made to the understanding of urban life as marked by
a stressful and intense life, and the green spaces are portrayed as a contrasting relief (ibid).
Four roles for green spaces in the urban sphere are listed. Partly green spaces are spaces for
communication where pedestrian and biking route lead through the landscape. It is also
a room for socialisation where the local community and individuals can meet. Beyond
this, the green areas are adding aesthetic values as gardens and beautiful elements. Lastly,
the green areas are urban spaces integrated in the wider typology, creating distinct urban
patterns (ibid). The green spaces were thus partly described as means for separating the built
structure and therethrough contributing to the logic of a separated and geometric typology,
while also acting as the jointing base keeping the typology of the city together. In Bredäng,
the green spaces were also planned as a green link, connecting the residential areas to the
wider green structure (Stockholms stad, 1961). The extensive separation between pedestrian
and car traffic also facilitates a direct interaction between the residential buildings and the
open and green space.
Influential for the planning of parks and green areas during the time was the park program
developed by Holger Blom, the long-time city gardener between the years 1938 to 1971.
The style of urban green areas planned by Blom gained international reputition under the
term ‘The Stockholm School’ (T. Andersson, 1993). Blom puts forward an ideal where the
green areas should be developed corresponding with the natural preconditions – implying
that the topography and the naturally occurring vegetation should influence the green
structures rather than strict parks and well-kept flowerbeds (C. Andersson, Olgarsson, &
Sarban, 2009). Here lays also, according to Anderson, a connection to the contemporary
political ideals of equality – the green areas should be for all to indulge without excessive
aesthetics (T. Andersson, 1993).
The built typology promoted as attractive and suitable in the mid twentieth century in
Sweden can, according to Klarqvist (1995), be described as a mix between an idea of
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cohesive neighbourhood units and typologies of detached houses in green park landscapes.
The idea of the interaction between detached houses and green environments can be linked
to the influence of Le Corbusier’s ideas on urban planning and architecture. In a poetic
fashion, Le Corbusier describes his visionary future city as the perfect balance between
architecture and nature:
“It is an intimate mingling of nature and geometry. There are unexpected views to
the far distance, to the incredible horizon. Nature penetrates the core of this heroic,
geometrical gesture. You know that I enjoy this stance; in the comfort of home, to
reign in masterful geometry; then to cast a glance beyond, to the charm of nature in
which we have imperishable roots.” (Le Corbusier, [1929] 1998)
A quick glance at Bredäng seems to embody this quotation from Le Corbusier where the
natural elements that seeps into the spaces in between all highly geometrical multifamily
houses. The geometrical and large scale typology of Bredäng, and other modernist areas,
creates a distinct pattern in the wider typology of Stockholm. The figures presented below
show three different patterns of Stockholm’s urban landscape.

Figure 12: Vasastan

Figure 13: Aspudden

Figure 14: Bredäng
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The increased focus on the relation between the physical environment in urban spheres and
the social life and behaviours of its inhabitants reveals, according to Skovdahl (2010), an
idea of society as being possible to monitor. Scientific methods from the natural sciences,
calculations and a positivist and quantitative approach were promoted (ibid). For example,
the number of apartments to be built in a specific area was based on the number of people
that the subway could carry to their work in the inner city, which in turn was based on
assumptions and calculations regarding the length of the trains and the platforms and the
number of departing trains per hour (O. Andersson, 2012).
The focus on the planners and architects as experts highlights the understanding of planning
as a scientific practice built on rationality and the continuous progress of society (Westin,
2010). Not only the role of the planner was to be framed within a scientific context, so
was also the construction of urban spaces and the physical buildings. Rationalisation of
construction, new technologies and materials, together with a strong standardisation of
the elements used contributed to the speed and extent of housing construction (Hall &
Vidén, 2005). These new technological methods, coupled with economic and political
developments in the aftermath of second world war, created an idea of continuous progress
(Skovdahl, 2010), which set marks in the urban environment. Tajeri (2016) points towards
a clear connection between the spatial form of urban space and the economic and political
ideals promoted in the modernist era. Changes in the organisation of labor influences
a new urban typology where dwelling and labor are increasingly detached and spatially
separated (ibid), and new modes of transport and domestic technology changes the location
and form of dwelling (Heynen, 1999). The discipline of urban planning is thus placed
in an intersection between technological developments, political and ideological visions,
economical changes and aesthetic ideals.

4.2 A modernist context
A key source that steered the large scale modernist planning in Stockholm was the already
mentioned general plan published in 1952 (Stockholms stadsplanekontor, 1952). In the
general plan, it is stated that ‘The great cities of the western world finds themselves in a crisis of
confidence’, pointing towards overcrowded dwellings and poor health of the inhabitants (a.a.
p, 113, translation by the authors). From this basis the general plan presents a thorough
investigation of the prevailing conditions in Stockholm, followed by a general strategy
for the planning of traffic, infrastructural networks, workspaces, housing and green areas.
Not only health issues and structural issues are debated in the general plan, but also moral
issues and the increasing lack of respect for traditions in the urban sphere is mentioned in
the general plan. These issues were also discussed in a wider debate on urban planning in
Sweden (Björk, 2016). Here the connections to the classical theoretical strand of urban
sociology is evident, linking to Simmel’s ([1903] 1995) argument on the mental life of
urban dwellers. This way of a new urban social life is described in the general plan for
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Stockholm as:
“[…] independent of tradition, moral control and proprietary, lacking responsibility
for the actions of the group, increasing isolation, anonymity and loneliness, but on
the other hand larger freedom for the individual to search for a life of your own”
(Stockholms stadsplanekontor, 1952, p. 115, translation by the authors).
By advocating a form of neighbourhood planning order can be restored and a well
planned urban sphere can counteract the formlessness that, according to the general plan,
are to be seen as a contributing factor of the negative effects or urbanity (Stockholms
stadsplanekontor, 1952). The neighbourhood unit would provide a built area to create a
community, with sufficient services to sustain the population, with recreation and common
park areas, with schools and work spaces, thus containing both architectural, social and
functional elements (Franzén & Sandstedt, 1993). The planning of neighbourhood units
were dominating in the Swedish urban planning practice during the 1940’s and 1950’s, but
also kept on influencing the urban form into the 1970’s (ibid).
A key figure in the debate on planning in the mid twentieth century, Göran Sidenbladh, head
of planning in Stockholm during the years 1955-1973 and involved in the development
of Bredäng, wrote a concerned article on the risks of modern urban life in the then newly
founded magazine PLAN (Sidenbladh, 1948). Here Sidenbladh argues for the unsatisfactory
living conditions in the large cities, a never ending flow of traffic, increasing crime rates,
loss of social context and meaningful relations are all described as parts of everyday life
in Swedish cities (ibid). Hence, the urbanity, the dynamic environments of the inner city
filled with impressions and movements are portrayed as a destructive element. Sidenbladh
argues ‘Our city plans needs to be built with respect to the need of rest rather than to satisfy the
need of movement’ (a.a. p, 116, emphasis in original). The idea of interactions with nature
as a soothing element for the stressed and lonely mentality of the modern citizen was well
spread in the mid twentieth century debate on urban life. Sven Markelius, Sidenbladh’s
predecessor as head of Planning in Stockholm, adds a bodily aspect to the question by
stating: ‘The modern man feels a strong need to meet nature up close, hear it and feel it, live in
it with active hands and tense muscles’ (Markelius, 1950, p. 57). The green spaces of the new
urban areas were seen as carrying importance in the fostering of democratic citizens, and
also in the disciplining of strong minds and bodies. In this way planning and urban design
was closely linked to political ideals of democracy and the continuous construction of a
Swedish welfare state where good housing and living conditions were to be provided and
offered to all social segments (Björk, 2016; Grundström & Molina, 2016).
The idea of the urban life in an equal and progressive welfare state was also connected to
strong social norms, regarding gender roles, family constellations but also in relation to
ideals of ‘good worker’ and active citizen (Grundström & Molina, 2016). The Swedish
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welfare state, and the vast project of housing development were however not only the result
of strong ideals and political determination, but must also be understood in relation to
the then growing Swedish economy and strong actors in the Swedish industry (CRUSH:
Critical Urban Sustainablity Hub, 2016). The technology and materials used to construct
the welfare state’s urban environments created economic profits for key industrial sectors,
hence the politics and ideals were co-created in tandem with the Swedish construction
sector (ibid)

4.3 Transitions through time and ideals
Bredäng is referred to as one of the first large scale developments in Stockholm, setting
the standard for coming developments during The Million Homes Programme (Rittsél,
2000). However, from being seen as a technological and efficient way of creating well
functioning social neighbourhood the mediated image and public debate were soon
nuanced by alternative narratives. Franzén and Sandstedt’s (1993) overview of the debate
on the suburban areas and suburban life in Sweden portrays a heated debate. The critique
of the suburban areas built during the mid 1900’s gained in strength after the opening of
Skärholmen centre, two subway stops from Bredäng, in 1968. The critique was immediate
and Skärholmen was portrayed as a slum built of concrete and with questionable aesthetics
(ibid). This started a wide debate where the suburbs became portrayed as societies emptied
of all intimate human relations, inhabited by cold and passive residents, lacking all the
vitality and community found in the inner city (ibid). A shift is visible, from the perceived
need of saving the family unit from the destructive loneliness of the inner city, to the
perceived need of saving the community from isolation in the suburban bubbles (ibid).
This carries similarities to contemporary debates on density and urban qualities as opposed
to the suburban, that, according to Tunström, still associates to concepts of loneliness,
passivity, and poor mixing of residents and functions (Tunström, 2009). With a changing
idea of the desired urbanity and urban form came also a shift in the view on green spaces,
where the extensive green infrastructure were increasingly perceived as related to a nonurban landscape (C. Andersson et al., 2009).
Ristilammi (1997) describes the changing forms of ‘otherness’ ascribed to the modernist
suburbs as shifting from first being other in the form of modern advanced areas. Which
later changed into a social othering as areas inhabited by underprivileged groups, over to
the ethnic otherness created in the debate during the 1990’s. In the early 2000’s a new
political concept of utanförskap, translated as social exclusion, was launched by the Swedish
Liberal Party. The concept, linking to aspects of welfare benefits and criminality, has a clear
geographical and urban connection where specific utanförskapsområden, areas of exclusion,
were mapped and targeted as in need of specific political interventions (Davidsson, 2010;
Sanandaji, 2014). The areas are primarily from the modernist era, and constructed under
the banner of The Million Homes Programme, thus adding to a public image of modernist
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dwelling areas as separated from the inner city urban area (Davidsson, 2010). All of these
shifting mediated and publicly debated images are, if using a Lefebvrian understanding,
parts of the production of the modernist suburb.
In early 2000’s Bredäng was recognised as an area of high cultural and historical value
by the Stockholm City Museum and the Swedish National Heritage Board. Thus adding
a new official approach to the area, contrasting the public debate described by Franzén
and Sandstedt above and Ristilammis shifting concepts of otherness. In the description
of Bredäng as cultural heritage the typology is described as key element and the planning
of parks and green areas in relation to the residential buildings of different heights are
identified as unique (Riksantikvarieämbetet, 2017b).

Figure 15: Cultural classifications in Bredäng. Source: Stockholms Stadsmuseum (2017)
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In the description of one multifamily high-rise building with the highest classification the
environment of Bredäng is described as follows:
“The high-rises in Bredäng have important values as historical cityscapes and images
of historic urban planning. Through their large scale and parallel placements they
indicate directions and give unity and consistency to the landscape. The built structure
harmoniously follows the routs of the roads and the topography of the terrain. The
structure of high-rises constitute a large scale and consistently implemented example
of the modernistic idea of houses in green environments, which is unparalleled in
Sweden.” (Riksantikvarieämbetet, 2017b, translation by the authors)
The figure on the previous page shows the cultural classifications in Bredäng. The central
parts circulated by a green line, visualising a cohesive area of cultural and historical value.
The buildings in blue carries the classification of particularly high cultural and historical
value, followed by the green classification of high value, and the yellow classification
denoting buildings with positive significance to the cultural and historical environment.
The history of Bredäng thus ranges from an empty field in the 1950’s, to a large development
area in the 1960’s with a strict and comprehensive plan, to being related to the negative
images of The Million Homes Program, all the way to being recognised as an area of cultural
heritage. Against this historical backdrop the new plans will now be formulated and argued
for. In the following chapter the current plans and ideas for Bredängs development, and
Bredängs role in Stockholm, is presented and analysed.
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Figure 16 & 17: Bredäng, past and present. Illustration: Josef Stäck (1961b)
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CHAPTER 5
RESHAPING BREDÄNG

We are now leaving the origins of Bredäng
and look into the current, and future,
plans for the area. This is done by first
revising the current comprehensive plan,
and the forthcoming new version on the
comprehensive plan, to analyse how these
fundamental documents deal with concepts
of urbanity and open spaces. Thereafter we
look towards Skärholmen from the view
of comprehensive planning. Lastly we
turn to a more specific focus on the local
developments in Bredäng. The empirical
material from documents and the interview
study will be intertwined throughout the
chapter.
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5.1 Comprehensive planning and policies
The overarching strategic document that sets the framework for Stockholm’s, and thereby
Bredäng’s urban development is the comprehensive plan named ‘The Walkable City’
(Stockholms stad, 2010). Stockholm City Council, at that time ruled by a political coalition
of centre-liberal-conservative parties, approved the plan in March 2010. The comprehensive
plan is to be read as a strategic document in which the city council presents visions for the
future urban planning and maps the current conditions and development areas of the city.
The ambitions for the future development of Stockholm is clearly stated in the comprehensive
plan, namely to ‘apply a modern urban pattern to the post-war Stockholm’ (Stockholms stad,
2010, p. 32). With a historical wink to the urban plan from 1866, in which the inner city’s
block structures were established, a structural ideal is identified (Stockholms stad, 2010). In
the preface, signed by the then responsible politicians, it is stated that Stockholm’s structural
wounds in the urban fabric, a result of previous ideals, needs to be healed. And a wish to
extend the inner city environment to the closer suburban areas is stressed as a strategy of
‘activating the entire city’ (a.a. p, 1). Dense urban environments with a large number of
activities and functions are portrayed as key qualities in a modern urban metropolitan
area. Here it is clear that Tunström’s analysis of the contemporary urban ideal as built on
ideas of dense and traditional urban patterns are relevant in understanding urban planning
in Stockholm (Tunström 2009). In The Walkable City the notion of strengthening and
expanding the inner city is linked to the positive effect of stadsmässighet (urban qualities).
Creation of dense streetscapes is highlighted as an important feature in the development
of the suburban areas in order to enhance their ‘urban characters’ (Stockholms stad, 2010,
pp. 35, 37). To strive for qualitative living environments marked by good urban qualities
as a dense supply of services, good public transport, and well-ordered public spaces is seen
as important in order to strengthen the city’s attractivity, not just for current residents but
also to attract visitors and new potential residents (Stockholms stad, 2010).
The focus on the concept of stadsmässighet as a form of urbanity to strive for in the
comprehensive planning of Stockholm is discussed by a number of respondents in the
interview study. One respondent, a political representative from the social-democratic party,
reflects over what he perceives as a unspoken conflict between the ideal of inner city-like
block structures and the spacious typologies of the mid 1900’s. A similar view is reflected
in a discussion from a respondent active as urban planner at the city scale, who argues that
there is a too strongly perceived connection between the concept of stadsmässighet and the
urban typology of block structures. Rather she would like to see a discussion on multiple
parallel qualities existing in the city, thus moving away from what she perceives as a too
rigid form for what can be perceived as a desired urbanity. A third respondent adds nuance
to the idea of how areas are to be connected when she argues for the need of acknowledging
multiple forms of typologies as urban. Hence opening up for a view on densification as
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a way of extending and preserving existing local preconditions, as well as the historical
typologies.
How to connect historical urban typologies to new constructions and aesthetics is a key issue
in the coming planning of Bredäng. Elements of cultural history connected to urban form
are lifted as important features for future development of Stockholm in the comprehensive
plan (Stockholms stad, 2010). Potential conflicts of densifying in historically distinct
urban typologies are discussed, though with a comment on the difficulties of preserving the
entirety of an area’s characteristics in a time of densification;
“A goal conflict that needs to be addressed is how changes may affect the cultural
values in these urban districts, as the typical suburban areas from the 1960’s. It is
particularly important to study how the existing qualities can be developed, even if
all characteristics can not be preserved” (Stockholms stad, 2010, p. 40, translation by
the authors)
Hence, although acknowledging the potential risks of densifying areas in terms of potential
losses of cultural heritage values it is stated that these losses are inevitable if Stockholm is to
become a modern capital. The distinct typologies from different time periods, as the large
scale typology of the 1960’s, are described as in some instances having become obsolete and
non-functional. These are typologies with weak connections between neighborhoods which
‘do not meet the needs of today’ and there are ‘strong reasons’ to move on from the earlier
idea of preservation (Stockholms stad, 2010, p. 32). Therefore, densification and structural
connections are sought after, however with contextual sensitivity.
The idea of density in The Walkable City also connects to ideas of sustainability, a concept
that is set up as an important element of the future city (Stockholm stad 2010). Four
strategies to reach a sustainable city development are presented: (1) strengthening the inner
center core, (2) focusing of strategic attractive nodes in the wider urban environment, (3)
connecting city areas and (4) facilitate a living urban environment in the whole city. An
efficient use of land, less car dependency and closeness to services are held as important
features in a sustainable urban cityscape, while also highlighting the potential conflict of
densifying on important green fields in the urban core and growing issues of air and noise
pollution. A focus on infrastructure and public transport as key elements in creating a
sustainable development is emphasised, as it will help connect urban nodes together and
increase accessibility. As such, sustainability is discussed as a wide concept in the setting
of a combined sustainable development to achieve the goal of creating a ‘world-class city’
(a.a. p, 2), rather than broken down to dimensions of economic, environmental and social
sustainability. And in the idea of sustainability lies an image of a dense, well connected and
integrated urban landscape as the current status of the inner city neighbourhoods.
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5.1.1 Revised comprehensive plan
The suggested updated version for a new comprehensive plan for Stockholm has been
developed under a new political rule, a coalition of social democratic-left-green-feminist
political parties. The work was initiated in 2015 and the new plan is to be adopted by the
city council in 2018 (Stockholms stad, 2016f ). We see the new comprehensive plan as
significant in order to understand the current debate and political idea of urban planning in
Stockholm, and it will also act as a guiding document for the continuous implementation
of the current detailed development plans that are under development.
A number of key features from The Walkable City is kept and further developed in line with
current conditions, as the need for densification and the wish to extend the qualities of the
inner city to a wider geographical area (Stockholms stad, 2016f ). However, a clearer focus
on specific issues of social and environmental aspects of sustainability is stressed. Urban
planning is lifted as a tool to counter a growing social segregation between city districts and
neighbourhoods, and an extensive goal on housing developments is argued as a concrete
way of enhancing living conditions for all residents in Stockholm. The unequal distribution
of housing conditions and the increasing overcrowding and housing shortage is discussed,
bearing similarities with the concerns over living standards discussed in the comprehensive
plan from 1952 (Stockholms stadsplanekontor, 1952). A goal of constructing 140 000
new dwellings until the year 2030 is pushed in the new comprehensive plan. This goal is
based on the results a report on housing potential in Stockholm by the departments of
Urban Planning, Traffic, Environment and Development (Stockholms stad, 2014). The
report states that the planning ideals from the later half of the 20th century resulted in
that Stockholm spatially grew six fold, but only saw a 50% increase of population (ibid).
Previous year’s brownfield redevelopments are described as soon to be completed; therefore
it is now necessary to densify, what is described as, the sparsely-populated and sparsely-built
suburbs. In order to densify in line with the comprehensive plan, and at the same time
reach the potential of 140 000 new dwellings, a few focus areas in the suburbs need a heavy
densification and ‘urban transformation’ (a.a. p, 17). The urban structure that is promoted
in the report is one consisting of perimeter blocks, not in such a large scale as in the inner
city, but on a smaller scale which still can provide the urban qualities and density of the
inner city (Stockholms stad, 2014).

5.2 Open spaces in Stockholm’s identity
An extensive analysis of Stockholm’s potential barriers and opportunities for becoming a
socially sustainable city has been made under the project ‘The Commission for a Socially
Sustainable Stockholm’. The commission’s work resulted in a number of reports that serves
as support in the on-going development of the new comprehensive plan (Kommissionen för
ett socialt hållbart Stockholm, 2015). One of the reports concerns the role of comprehensive
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planning in creating social sustainability (Dahlin, 2016). Here urban planning is defined
as central means for creating Stockholm as a cohesive city with equal living environments
and enhancing social capital and trust between the city’s inhabitants. The report portrays
the overarching typology of Stockholm as a city of islands – not only referring to the actual
islands of the inner city but also to the suburban islands of settlements, separated by not
by water but by stretches of green areas, parks and forests (ibid). These separating areas are
also identified in the coming comprehensive plan as negative spacers between areas, or as
unsafe ‘backsides’ (Stockholms stad, 2016f ). However, these gaps in the urban fabric holds
potential;
“The separated neighborhoods and islands of settlements make out both a resource and
a challenge for the future. The closeness to parks is an important quality, at the same
time as the areas often lacks connections to other areas of the city, as well as to wellkept public spaces outside the neighborhood center. The unbuilt land thus constitutes
a possibility, for a sustainable urban planning, to build new housing and to develop
public spaces and better stretches of parkland” (Dahlin, 2016, p. 17, translation by
the authors)
As the quote above states, the way of incorporating this category of green spaces into the
image of a sustainable city is to understand them, and benefit from them, as spaces for new
development. However, the green infrastructure is also a fundamental part of the identity
of Stockholm municipality as 40 % of the land area is classified as green areas (Stockholms
stad, 2016b). The green structures are highlighted in The Walkable City as key aspects of
Stockholm’s beauty and attractivity. This comprehensive plan also comes with an appendix,
named ‘The Green Walkable City’, in which the city’s vision for planning and management
of the green environments is investigated and described (Stockholms stad, 2013). In this
plan green areas and parks are described as strategic urban planning elements, especially in
the suburban districts. As it is stated:
“Strategic investments in parks can contribute to profile neighbourhoods, create
an anticipation and push the urban development in the desired direction. Park
development can be a key factor in the coming years of change in the suburban areas
of Stockholm” (Stockholms stad, 2013, p. 5, translation by the authors)
The view of green areas as strategic elements in urban development is further elaborated
in more recent strategic documents on park planning and the green infrastructure
(Stockholms stad, 2016b). In guidelines and environmental programs, green areas are
presented as carrying a number of positive elements for a sustainable urban development;
the mental and health aspects for residents, as public spaces for social interaction, as well as
environmental aspects as retained biodiversity and other added ecosystem services such as
enhanced air quality and lowered noise pollution (Stockholms stad, 2016b, 2016e, 2016f ).
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In contrast, The Green Walkable City defines the green open spaces as unprogrammed areas
which, although filled by a fine network of pedestrian and bike routes, often are perceived
as empty, unsafe and hard to orient oneself in (Stockholms stad, 2013). However, the
history of the extensive green patterns of Stockholm, originating from the park plan by
Blom and the distinct ‘Stockholm style’, is highlighted as a positive heritage. Green areas as
an important heritage is further elaborated in the recent guidelines. Here the green heritage
is lifted as highly important in the development of Stockholm (Stockholms stad, 2016b). A
quote from the municipality’s environmental program summarises the standpoint: ‘that the
nature, the parks and the water are allowed to continuously make a mark on the city is crucial
for Stockholm’s identity and attractiveness’ (Stockholms stad, 2016e, p. 28, translation by the
authors).
To summarise, the open green spaces are given a number of different, sometimes contrasting,
values when regarded from the scale of comprehensive planning. Large stretches of green
spaces are positive for the city’s climate and environment; they also fill a function of spaces
for recreation and as urban spaces for interaction. Additionally they carry value as cultural
heritage, both as significant for an ideal, hence carrying immaterial value, and also for
the structures themselves, their part in the material typology. But, contrastingly, they are
perceived as potentially unsafe, desolate and forgotten and as such carries value as spaces
for exploitation and new urban developments. And on top of this nexus of values and
functions, the political goal of housing construction adds a stress upon non-developed
land. A frustration displayed in a discussion with one respondent:
“We are aware that there will be consequences when densifying [...]. we will build
140 000 new housing units until 2030, and as the City Architect stated in a
presentation, the built area will increase by around 30 per cent. Not all of that new
development can take place on already claimed land, so we must look towards green
spaces”
The need of building new housing will thus reshape the urban typology of, primarily,
suburban areas where the access to free land is most prominent.

5.3 All eyes on Skärholmen
In The Walkable City a number of key nodes for urban development are targeted with
the aim of leading towards a better developed polycentric structure of the municipality
(Stockholms stad, 2010). Densification of suburban areas are to be made with the inner
city form as ideal. Skärholmen is identified as one of these strong nodes, however with
particular focus on the local neighbourhood of Skärholmen, not to be confused by the
wider city district with the same name which includes the neighbourhoods of Sätra,
Vårberg and Bredäng. The potentials identified in Skärholmen is highly connected to the
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commercial area and its potentials for a further expansion of Skärholmen to become a
regional centre of trade and commerce (ibid). The neighbourhood is described as a positive
example of a suburban area with elements of high density, without any further discussion
of the views on the non-dense parts outside the most central area. The focus has shifted in
more recent documents, from a focus on mainly the neighbourhood of Skärholmen to the
entire district, including all four neighbourhoods, as suitable for densification. The district
is also identified as an area marked by a slower development pace, as well as a weaker
socioeconomic status (Stockholms stad, 2016c). Therefore much of the new developments
are to be conducted to strengthen the social sustainability in the area. One respondent
reflected over what means urban planning can provide in the search for social sustainability:
“What can be done through urban planning? One can add new housing to reduce the
real housing shortage that is prevailing in the whole city, also in Skärholmen. We can
use physical structures as means or tools to develop the urban public spaces”
As noted above, the comprehensive plan for Stockholm argues for the creation of a cohesive
urban environment in order to reach a socially sustainable city. This is, according to one
respondent, primarily evident in the development of the new comprehensive plan where
she argues that the new plan focuses on develop a network of urban spaces in the city
rather than the previous plans idea of focus points and targeted nodes. By adding focus on
the scale of the street as a space for interaction, she argues, urban planning can leave the
previous idea of urban blocks as the smallest element for urban life. Streets, in her sense,
should then be read as incorporating the fine web of pedestrian paths and networks within
the green environment. As an example of this approach, she mentions Skärholmen and the
current comprehensive plans interest in developing Skärholmen as a node for commerce,
compared to a wider interest in Skärholmen city district in the coming comprehensive plan:
”Skärholmen was [in ‘The Walkable City] mentioned more as a focus point and central
Skärholmen as a regional core with Kungens kurva [the adjoining commercial center]. So then it
becomes quite large scale with focus on trade, commerce and service in a defined center”
In the coming comprehensive plan a number of features are mentioned as in need of
development in Skärholmen city district; public spaces as parks and plazas, spaces for
sports and recreation as well as the connection between and within neighbourhoods
through pedestrian and bike routes (Stockholms stad, 2016f ). A focus on the lower scales
of urban life as the fine mesh network of streets and pedestrian routes will, according to
our respondent, lead to better opportunities of interaction and meetings between residents
in the area. This form of spontaneous interaction and meetings is also mentioned in the
coming comprehensive plan as means for, and an indicator of, social sustainability (ibid).
To see others, and to be seen by others, as positive elements in the urban life connects well to
the ideal urbanity described by theorists as Jacobs ([1961] 1993) and Gehl ([1971] 1987),
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where public street life is the authentic urban experience. However, the respondent and the
comprehensive plan add the importance of a community and more localised common open
spaces where interaction between local residents can take place (Stockholms stad, 2016f ).
Hence linking to a long theoretical discussion over the social cohesion of a local community
(Tönnies, [1887] 2001) versus the need for a critical mass of individuals and movement to
foster a sense of urbanity (Westin, 2010).

5.3.1 Fokus Skärholmen
“Almost no new dwellings have been built in Skärholmen since The Million Homes
Programme, but the plans for the future are grand” (Stockholms stad, 2017b,
translation by the authors)
This quote from Stockholm municipality implies that Skärholmen is a district that has not
been developed in tandem with the rest of the city, which in turn suggests that Skärholmen
is a district that is more or less structurally preserved. Secondly the quote denotes that
there are big plans for changing this preserved plan, signifying an increased interest for the
district. Bredäng has, as shown, seen a few new developments since the 1960’s, but during
the later years the number of developments has increased in the form of smaller individual
projects, which can be seen as an increased economical interest, mainly from the private
sector, as noted by several of our respondents. In the city’s Budget for 2016 the department
of Urban Planning and the department of Development was assigned the mission to
implement the urban planning project Fokus Skärholmen (Stockholms stad, 2015b). The
project is a strategy of assemble the development of Skärholmen as a whole and will act as
an overarching vision to which smaller and more distinct urban planning projects will be
related. From being a city district with a slow development phase, Skärholmen became an
area where 4000 new dwellings are to be developed and planned for, during a short amount
of time. The aim is set at adopting a number of detailed development plans by 2018. Figure
18 on the next page visualises the spaces targeted as potential areas for development in
Bredäng.
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Figure 18: Illustration over strategic areas in Bredäng within the project Fokus Skärholmen. The blue areas
signifies areas where detailed development plans are under development. Pink shows a focus area where the
municipality leads the preparatory work for presenting suggestions for detailed development plans. Yellow signifies areas where the preparatory work is shared between the municipality and private leaseholders. The green
shows an area with possible potential for future exploitation within the frame of Fokus Skärholmen. Source:
Stockholms stad (2016d).

The previous low interest for Skärholmen is mentioned in the first memorandum for
Fokus Skärholmen as a reason for previous failed efforts for development plans. It is also
acknowledged that the interest has grown since fall of 2014 and spring of 2015 and there
are now big potentials for urban development in the area (Stockholms stad, 2016d). This
emergent interest was also noted by one respondent:
“In the fall of 2015 at the Forum for ‘Stockholm Bygger’, I think it’s called, Karin
Wanngård [Mayor of Stockholm] announced that Skärholmen will now be developed
[...] it was quite apparent that there was potential in Skärholmen, but nothing was
happening. I think that was the tipping point, when she announced that.”
In other words, there is now an expressed political interest in addition to the emerging
economic interest for new developments in Skärholmen. The economic interest is something
that many of our respondents acknowledged, but in their role as public officials the main
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reason for the upcoming development was the political interest, and goal, of creating 4000
new dwellings in Skärholmen. Most of our respondents mentioned the political interest
for development all over Stockholm in order to reach the goal of 140000 new dwellings
but that Skärholmen previously had fallen behind. Many respondents also noted that the
district of Skärholmen had seen a decline regarding socio-economic issues, and the main
question is how urban planning can aid in these questions. As previously mentioned is one
strategy to link together different parts of the city. The mantra for Fokus Skärholmen is
stated as ‘the pulse of the city within the greenery of the suburb’ (Stockholms stad, 2016d, p. 7).
This is referring to what is described as a planning based in existing preconditions but with
the acknowledgement of the positive outcomes of new added qualities. The quote could
be read as a will to change the urban atmosphere of Bredäng into something more vibrant,
although hard to define, whilst preserving or refining the material shapes and typologies of
the area. Hence transferring the physical spaces into a new idea of urban life.
In addition to being a response to the lack of housing, the development of Skärholmen
is, in shape of Fokus Skärholmen, meant to be a pilot project for a procedural change of
the planning process. The new planning process, or method, opens up for geographically
larger plans as well as more general descriptions on the future contents of the planned area.
Also, the individual plans now under development will all be related to an overall vision
of the local urban area, thus moving away from a planning focused on individual projects.
The aim is that this should increase the volume in housing construction and create faster
planning processes (Stockholms stad, 2016d). In order to do this the city will take a more
active role in the planning and the design (ibid). This new process will also allow for the
city to take a more overall approach and give the city a bigger control in the process, which
also was noted by some of our respondents. By widening the focus to larger areas it is also,
according to the respondents, possible to add focus to the areas in between the new built
structures and work for a more cohesive approach to the urban landscape. The few detailed
development plans, implemented in Bredäng during the last years, are all significantly
smaller than the original plans from the 1960’s, see figure 19. This way of planning small
areas is questioned by our respondents, and also by Fokus Skärholmen, as such an approach
is perceived as leading to a fragmented urban environment and thus counteract the aim
of cohesiveness. One respondent added that the cohesive idea of planning proposed in
Fokus Skärholmen bears similarities with the approach of planning prevailing in the
1950’s and 1960’s during the initial planning of Bredäng. This perception of similarity is
however not shared by all respondents. Some respondents pushes for the importance to see
all projects under the banner of Fokus Skärholmen as individual projects with individual
contexts and preconditions, thus emphasising that this new planning idea will not result in
a homogeneous urban environment. One respondent do also discuss the previously large
plan areas from the early 1960’s in negative terms of large ‘blobs’ as a critique against the
modernist planning that shaped the area.
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Figure 19: Timeline over approved detailed development plans in their current shape and size.
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The new method of planning proposed and tested in Fokus Skärholmen aims at widening
the grip of urban planning to include not just a larger geographical scope but also concepts
and ideas over urban life taking place in between the new constructions. One concept
brought forward from The Commission for a Socially Sustainable Stockholm (2015) is, as
the name suggests, social sustainability. Here urban planning is lifted as a central mean for
reaching a socially sustainable city. This is further elaborated in the memorandum for Fokus
Skärholmen, here it is stated that emphasis should be placed on how spatial qualities can
create opportunities for inhabitants (Stockholms stad, 2015b). How social sustainability is
related to urban planning is however not (yet) unisonally understood within the process as
the interview study shows. One respondent reflected about this in terms of sustainability
being a natural part of current planning practice and something that is ‘second nature to
planners’, while others are reflecting over the vagueness of the concept and rather understood
its definition to be in a constant process of negotiation: ‘I think this is a sign that we are not
totally united in what social sustainability means for this project’. The uncertainty regarding
social sustainability is partly related to the question of how spatial planning should deal
with it, or in other words, if social structures that hinder social sustainability can be solely
resolved with the means of urban development: ‘It [social sustainability] is identified as an
important aspect. So we have many discussions regarding what that mean for us, what is social
sustainability in spatial planning?’
One way of operationalising social sustainability, in the view of the Commision for a Socially
Sustainable Stockholm, is to create an urban environment with mixed functions. In the
report ‘Skillnadernas Stockholm’ (Kommissionen för ett socialt hållbart Stockholm, 2015),
referenced above, a correlation is found between high urban qualities (here operationalised
as proximity to the city centre, to railway stations, access to pedestrian network, closeness
to parks and water, the shape of the urban block and its relation to the streetscape, and
lastly, access to ‘urban services’ as cultural events, restaurants or shopping area and low
socioeconomic status (Spacescape AB & Evidens AB, 2011). From this correlation the
analysis is drawn that denser and more mixed urban areas can be used as a means of increasing
socioeconomic status and improve life quality. The memorandum for Fokus Skärholmen
shares this analysis of the need of increasing the amount of activities and services in the area
(Stockholms stad, 2016d). Further, the document address the large scale and non-dense
typology of Bredäng and express the notion that this typology can be experienced as empty
and unsafe, hence, densification and mixed functions could produce a more intimate urban
space (ibid).

5.3.2 Strengthening Bredäng’s integrity
A number of respondents talked about Bredäng as having an undeserved and unfair
reputation, and being labeled as a problematic suburb due to socio-economic inequalities.
As noted above the project Fokus Skärholmen is meant to be a pilot project for social
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sustainable urban development, in comparison to other developments projects in Stockholm
with a clearer focus on environmental dimensions of sustainability. Some respondents
highlights this difference in approach by setting Fokus Skärholmen in contrast to other
recent development projects in Stockholm, such as Hammarby Sjöstad and The Royal
Seaport. In this comparison, the ecological sustainable profile of the other development
projects was described as something planners now know how to deal with, how to plan and
build ecologically and economically sustainable is something that the planning discipline
have learnt from these previous projects. Further, these developments were described as
targeted toward a ‘wealthy upper middle-class’ by one respondent, an architect working for
Stockholm municipality. These aspects of sustainability, environmental and economic, were
seen as the tools and preconditions in order to create a social sustainable Skärholmen with a
focus on social and urban life. This will result in, as described by a number of respondents,
something else than, and something better than newly developed areas. One respondent
expressed a personal view that Bredäng is one of the most beautiful areas of Stockholm, and
if developed in a good way, it will become the most fantastic area of the entire city.
In other words, the modernist structure of Bredäng is perceived to be in need of change,
partly in order to reach the greater goal of 140 000 new dwellings in Stockholm, but also
in order to make it more socially sustainable. Exactly what this will result in is not clear,
however, it is stressed by all of the respondents that it is impossible to just change the entire
structure to one that can be found in the central city. However, elements of that mixed and
dense urbanity can be applied to and developed in Bredäng in order to create something
new. The coming development of Bredäng is becoming inevitable, and a preservation of
the area is as one respondent noted, not wanted, the entire city must be developed ‘into
the future’. She continued: ‘[...] at the same time there are cultural values, and we have a
responsibility to keep and manage the kind of urbanity that was built. Even if we want to or
not, I almost said…’. Due to that almost nothing has been built in Bredäng for a long time
the area is to a big extent unchanged and therefore possess strong cultural historic values.
Another respondent noted that ‘we cannot say that the area is finished, because that would
make it impossible to reach the political goal of building more housing’.
One recurrent theme brought up by most of the respondents in the interview study
regarding the development of Skärholmen and Bredäng in relation to social sustainability
and the image of Bredäng is the question of safety, or more specifically the perceived lack of
safety. This subject was often connected to structural issues where the spatial organisation
of the areas are seen as part of the problem and therefore need a physical change or
addition. At the same time as the physical structure is perceived as part of creating an
unsafe atmosphere, the respondents acknowledge that the physical attributes of an urban
environment are just one part of a wider set of problems. One aspect brought forward by
a number of respondents is the mediated image of Bredäng, which they argue is displaying
Bredäng as an area marked by social exclusion and crimes, a notion linking to the debate on
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suburban areas originating in the 1960s analysed by Franzén and Sandstedt (1993). Thus
the respondents holds forward that similar images of suburban areas are still prevailing, but
that these images are one-sided:
“I believe that Bredäng, Sätra, Skärholmen and Vårberg are given an undeserved bad
reputation in the media. Sure, there might exist some socio-economic issues, but there
are so many wonderful values regarding the urban environment there”
The question of the image of Bredäng is however more complex than only including
stigmatising notions, parallel runs a discussion over the potential gentrification of the area
as a result of an increased acknowledgement of the area’s well preserved character. The
characteristic typology, the well preserved architecture, the many green spaces and the
modern historical values are all part in a new positive idea of Bredäng. Or as one respondent
puts it: ‘it’s becoming trendy to move there [Bredäng]’. Another respondent held a discussion
on the issue of gentrification based in a romanticising of the urban form of Bredäng. He
states a belief that the new residents moving to Bredäng, due to a romanticised idea, will
potentially hinder the development of the area: ’I think it is them [the new residents] that
will be in the forefront of the preservation of Bredäng. Because they have found values that
themselves like’. While also adding that an inflow of residents with higher socioeconomic
status could be Bredäng’s ‘ticket out of” being a homogenous and non-mixed area. The issue
of gentrification is then not only related to such romanticising of the urban typology, but
also to the ongoing will of ‘upgrading the area’, as another respondent put it. By adding
more services and functions directed to a variety of lifestyles, Bredäng is to become less
homogenous and be more integrated into the wider geography of Stockholm. This links to
a wider discussion on issues of segregation in Stockholm, an issue central to the creation of
a sustainable Skärholmen.
The idea that Bredäng need new additions as argued in strategic documents is an analysis
shared by the respondents. However, the respondents acknowledge Bredäng as an urban area,
in contrast to the picture painted in the documents where the structure of Bredäng rather
is put into a dichotomy with the inner city. The respondents push for an understanding of
multiple forms of urbanities existing in Stockholm, thus shaping a city mosaic of different
forms of urban structures. As the dense mixed inner city, to the new development areas
as The Royal Seaport with a high level of hard surfaces, and the green and large scale
form of Bredäng. One respondent, a landscape architect, reflects on the historical idea
of urbanity steering the construction of Bredäng as an urbanity aimed at a “breaking of
the organic shape of nature”. Or as another respondent, this time a political representative
expressed concerning the order and structure: “You understand every function in Bredäng by
how it’s planned, it doesn’t matter if you’ve been there before”. The structure of Bredäng with
its large scale developments, its strict and formal ordering of the buildings and the strict
traffic separation is talked of in positive terms by the respondents. Regarding the traffic
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separation some respondents push for an expansion and a continuous maintenance of the
safe network for movement within the green areas, which exists in parallel with the network
for vehicles and heavier traffic. Although these positive views on the structure of Bredäng
the language of the planning documents and visions for future urban projects portray a
slightly different image. The attitude towards traffic separation is complex, with a wish of
remodify the now car oriented streets into a mixed urban streetscape and thus redirecting
some of the movement which is now taking place in the green networks towards the new
urban streets (Stockholms stad, 2016d). One respondent reflects over the different relations
made between buildings and streets in current planning compared to previous ideals. He
sees the current relation as a more direct meeting between building and street, which creates
a more distinct space for interactions on the street rather than directing interactions and
urban life to yards or green areas in close proximity to the residential building. This could
signify a view on how urban life should be understood and practiced – in the streetscape
surrounded by mixed functions and movements, and not primarily in the common open
spaces.
Regarding the potentials for densification, the respondents in the study acknowledge the
potential conflicts arising when densifying within the well-kept structure from the 1960’s.
As one respondent puts it:
“Well, there are many identified important values in Bredäng, so it is a bit tricky,
because many of these values are due to the big scale structure of Bredäng. The structure
take much space and part of its value is that you can read the large houses with large
land buffers, that is not completely compatible with densification”
The wish to maintain the structure, and its positive values, and the wish to densify and
create a mixed urban area are seemingly hard to combine. Nevertheless, plans for new
developments is undergoing. One large project within the frame of Fokus Skärholmen is
located in the southern parts of Bredäng, including a large traffic interchange, an area for
small scale businesses as well as a green field with elements of unprogrammed nature (see
figure 20). Here is a space, as one of the respondents put it, in the joint between two distinct
urban patterns - the outer ring of Bredäng’s row houses and the adjoining neighbourhood
district of Mälarhöjden and its older typology of villas with individual gardens. Here, the
respondent explains, the idea is to “create a place of a space in between”, by finding a way of
structurally communicate between the two urban patterns.
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Figure 20: Project area Mälaräng.

To talk in the terms of creating space into a place signifies an understanding of the now ‘in
between’ as a non-place, lacking identity and positive values, and potentially also lacking
a clear function. The name of the project area, Mälaräng, is a wink to the existing areas
of Bredäng and Mälarhöjden, while also a way of creating a separate identity of a new
area. According to another respondent, the area carries potential due to that it rests in
between these two, not only structurally but also socioeconomically, different areas. Here
new development can enable integration by creating a new distinct neighbourhood.
Issues on the potential conflict between new constructions and the existing structure is also
debated in terms of architecture and aesthetic expressions. As one of the respondents noted,
there is an expressed goal that the new architectural additions to the district should be playful,
imaginative and progressive, which also is stated in official documents (Stockholms stad,
2016d, 2016f ). She relates this goal to what she understands as a negative understanding
of post-war architecture:
“I don’t think that there would have been a wish to add playful architecture to
Aspudden [a suburban neighbourhood from early 1900’s], I think it’s because of the
stigma towards modernism and the style of The Million Homes Programme, which is
monotonous and industrial romantic”
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In contrast other respondents lifts the need of a respectful densification where new
constructions should subordinate to the existing architectural style. As one example a
respondent discusses an on-going project, outside the frame of Fokus Skärholmen, located
in close proximity to the subway on central square on Bredäng, as seen in figures 21 and 22.

Figure 21 & 22: Above, the plot adjacent to the subway track in central Bredäng, in April 2017. Below,
rendering of the residential house which will be built on the same plot. Illustration: Kirsh+Dereka Architects,
2017
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Initially, the respondent tells, the idea presented was a block structure consisting of multiple
compounded buildings. Later on, as the progress continued, the architectural style shifted,
leading to a single house mimicking the existing high-rise buildings although with a modern
touch with a sculptural roof and an angled facade. The final design was however, according
to the respondent, further changed into a more strict and minimalistic form to not visually
compete with the older architectural style, see image 18. The idea of visually subordinate
the new constructions are supported by a reading of planning documents for the housing
project discussed above (Stockholms stad, 2015a). Issues on architectural expressions is also
discussed in plans for housing constructions on a stretch of green area east of the central
square. Here it is stated as important to show respect towards surrounding buildings,
however also adding the wish of adding modern aesthetic expressions (Stockholms stad,
2016a).
The open, and mostly green, spaces in Bredäng are acknowledged by both respondents and by
official documents as a major characteristic for Bredäng, and Skärholmen. The open spaces
in Bredäng are apparent but at the same time difficult to define, some are public spaces such
as parks, others are semi-public acting as yards for the houses. This vagueness in definition
is something noted by several respondents and there is a wish to more clearly define the
open spaces. In the memorandum for Fokus Skärholmen it is stated that the public spaces
should be strengthen by e.g. improvement of the orientability and an increased investment
in qualitative parks (Stockholms stad, 2016d). There is, in other words, an understanding of
these open spaces as important elements for the structure of Bredäng, but at the same time
their vagueness is a barrier, they have to become more clearly defined. The open spaces are
to a large extent public, but they need to be more accessible and more clearly defined. One
respondent connected this to a comparison between the current context and the context in
which the open spaces were created in: ‘It’s very important to work with clarity, maybe clarity
wasn’t as important before, and it wasn’t as hard to find free space’. The vagueness and lack of
clarity of the spaces is further reflected in what is perceived as a lack of knowledge about
them. Even though the open spaces in Bredäng are acknowledged as an important feature
for the structure they are, as one respondent phrased it ‘not fully understood in relation to
the new urbanity that is strived after, with a focus on social sustainability’. The respondent
is further developing this argumentation by addressing that there is a lack of knowledge
regarding if these spaces are draining the area from movement and potentials to urban
life or if they are worth keeping because they possesses other, unknown, qualities. As the
open spaces are important elements in the structure of Bredäng, and there is a wish to not
completely change the structure, a conflict arises. A conflict between wanting to keep the
open spaces and a wish to densify and develop, some respondents saw a solution to this
through a revaluation of ‘oversized’ car roads and parking lots:
“[...] the modernist planning and planning of the 60’s was grounded in a belief in the
car, and that is no longer the case… but I believe that this opens up for a densification
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in regard to the large surfaces designated to parking that exists today.”
“There is a big potential there [on parking spaces], however the city can’t really control
this without the site lessees good will. That they are with us and want to do something”
The quotes above points towards to opposing planning ideals - one where the car was the
focal point, and another where the car is perceived as a negative urban element. These two
ideals therefore approach and value the open spaces for car parking from different angles.
Due to the fact that the parking spaces are site leaseholds are they not entirely in control of
the municipality, they are thus not outspoken areas for development, and one solution for
a possible densification is therefore to look toward other open spaces. Some of Bredäng’s
open spaces will therefore inevitably be lost with the forthcoming development, how this
should be dealt with is, as discussed, not entirely simple. One strong recurrent theme is
that quality is now more important that quantity, as one respondent expressed it, the open
spaces that are left after a densification would receive a higher value.
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CHAPTER 6
BREDÄNG IN FLUX

Bredäng is a distinct neighbourhood. Its
firm historical base is shaping the everyday
life of today and sets the preconditions
for further developments. The material
environment is however not as easy to read
as one may perceive when first glancing
over the geometrical and strictly organised
buildings surrounded by open spaces and
winding networks of paths and routes. The
neighbourhood is neither a stagnant area,
it is filed with life stories and of visions and
plans. Below we start our journey towards
the end of the thesis by discussing the
findings from the empirical material.
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Within the framework of the thesis lies the aim to critically examine how open spaces are
understood and how ideas of urbanity are displayed in the urban planning of Stockholm.
The analysis in previous chapters show urban planning as a complex practice where multiple
meanings and goals are to be fused together in the material reality of the city. Within
this complex practice consisting of multiple ideas of urbanity, the open spaces of Bredäng
becomes ambivalent elements. It is also evident that a development of Stockholm based
on the comprehensive plan is far from straightforward. To relate back to the analytical
framework of the thesis; the conceptual ideas of urban planning are derived from material
and social preconditions, preconditions which in turn are altered and changed with the
continuous planning. There is not one single correct strategy to reach the goals of the
comprehensive plan, there is not one single blueprint, nor one single understanding of either
the city or the comprehensive plan itself. The material space and the socially constructed
representations are not a priori defined phenomena.
In the case of Bredäng, the lack of a coherent strategy becomes apparent foremost in the
contrast to the area’s historical planning legacy. The structure is large scale modernist, based
on specific ideals and ideology, and is not an urban structure that fits within current planning
ideals. This makes it difficult to make sense of how the new ideals of the comprehensive
plan should be applied through a continued development of Bredäng. At the same time
as densification is seen as a primary strategy, there is also a wish to preserve and relate to
current structures. This might lead to a frustration among planners and others involved
in the process as the question of which strategy to use is not always clear. In other words,
the translation of idea into practice is not uncomplicated. Or in Bylund’s (2013) view,
the space of Bredäng is in continuous negotiation, it is not fixed, it lies somewhere in the
intersection between the idea of what Bredäng is and what it should be. Hence making
Bredäng into a fluid space in flux.
The new project Fokus Skärholmen is as much a new plan as a (at least on paper) new
strategy for planning. One of the most apparent schemes within the project is that the
new planning of Skärholmen needs to be bigger and more coherent, and the current
planning practice of small plans is not satisfactory if the wish is to create a coherent area.
To strive for large general plans was the scheme when the area first was developed. In the
spirit of modernism the area was planned at once, the entire Bredäng was rationally and
coherently planned and programmed in detail. As Baeten (2012) argues, current planning
in a neoliberal paradigm share similarities with the planning of modernism. In the case
of Fokus Skärholmen the strive for coherence is one similarity. The wish to build away
unwanted, or foster wanted, behaviours and activities another. In the contemporary wish
for densification lies also a tendency for appreciating the social and instructive potential of
the open spaces - perhaps not as common spaces for socialisation as in the initial idea, but as
areas for building connections and bridges between areas that may increase the accessibility
and decrease physical segregation.
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In Fokus Skärholmen lies a focus on creating unique projects within the coherent
development, and different values are to be accounted for. This stands in contrast to the
strategies of modernist planning. In other words, the focus on a rational development,
and construction, has partly been replaced by a stronger focus on creating a mixed urban
environment. There are many paths the development can take in tandem with a wish for a
coherent development. Fokus Skärholmen contains one overall strategy for development of
the area, however within this we find three competing, but not mutually exclusive, strategic
approaches emerging from the analysis. These strategical approaches are based on tendencies
found in the documents and the interviews. We categorise these approaches to the open
spaces as ‘sustainable’, ‘preserved’ and ‘polished’ as displayed in the simplistic model below
(table 2). Here the approaches towards the open spaces in Bredäng are sketched to display
the different angles of the approaches.
Open spaces today

Open spaces tomorrow

Urbanity

Sustainable

Rooms for interactions
Creating distance

Qualitative
Filled with functions
Clearly defined

Connected
Coherent
Conscious

Preserved

Romanticised
Characteristic

Quantitative
Holistic
Strengthened

Acknowledged
Pearl of modernism
Heritage

Polished

Unsafe
Characteristic
Ambiguous

Urban parks
Disciplining

Additions to structure
New form

Table 2: Three strategic approaches and their respective understanding of open spaces in Bredäng.

These strategical approaches are not to be seen as total opposites but are rather existing
in combination and are constructed and developed in continuous negotiation. Conflicts
between approaches can emerge and rise as obstacles for planning Bredäng. However, they
can also reinforce each other, adding substance and weight to decisions and plans.
Sustainable Bredäng
The focus on sustainability is prominent both in the comprehensive plans and strategic
documents. As such it acts as an overarching banner and as a framework for much of
the plans and developments in Bredäng. Social sustainability is in Fokus Skärholmen an
outspoken goal, and denotes also a strategy for approaching the area. The sustainability
approach sets frames for how problems are defined and named, such as the problem of
detached neighbourhoods and a non-coherent urban environment that, under the banner
of social sustainability, prohibits interaction and social inclusion. Also on a lower scale,
in Bredäng, open spaces without the potential of acting as room for social interaction
is talked of as lacking values or as potential elements actively draining the area of social
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life. However, open spaces in terms of green areas play an important role in the creation
of a socially sustainable Bredäng. These green spaces are often valued by their qualitative
characteristics where a multitude of activities and functions on a clearly defined plot of land
is positive as it draws users together and enables meetings and movement. Hence, unused or
areas with low quality in terms of activities and functions are portrayed as negative.
The issue of sustainability is limited to a terminology of social sustainability while not
explicitly exploring issues on aspects of environmental or economic sustainability. These
aspects are rather seen as means of creating a socially sustainable area, and therefore not
in need of further investigation when developing Bredäng and Skärholmen. On questions
why environmental sustainability is not lifted as a key element in future developments, as
in other recent cutting edge sustainable urban developments in Stockholm, the respondents
put forward an understanding of being ‘beyond’ such issues. Environmental concerns
are rarely explicitly put into relation with the sustainable development of Bredäng and
exhibiting environmental technologies or pushing for environmentally concerned lifestyles
in the future Bredäng is not lifted as important tools in the marketing of Fokus Skärholmen.
One could here see connections to the analysis made by Bradley (2009) and Hult (2017)
on the parallel ideas of sustainability targeting neighbourhoods of different social and
economic compositions; high-tech and advanced environmental aspects are highlighted
and marketed in areas targeting a middle class population rather than in areas with lower
socioeconomic status. The neglecting of environmental sustainability could then, in line
with this analysis, be a result of a weak purchasing power in the area, as the residents
lacks sufficient needs to consume their way to a sustainable lifestyle. It could also reflect a
perception that the residents lack the needed knowledge on sustainable lifestyles choices. In
comparison, the sustainability displayed in Bredäng rests on low tech and ‘softer’ issues as
perceived safety, social and cultural mix, interactions and creation of local communities as
a coherent urban environment. However, because of the large focus on green consumerism
in other sustainable urban developments, the current focus on the social aspects could be a
strategy for delimiting potential negative effects of such a consumer focus. By focusing on
softer issues of inclusion and social elements the project Fokus Skärholmen could become
an example of sustainable planning without potential harmful effects of environmental
gentrification or limiting sustainability to issues of lifestyle choices. Also, moving away
from the technical solutions and consumption could be a strategy of widening the idea
of environmental sustainability to rather focus on issues of sharing resources or smaller
interventions of developing a satisfactory local ecological environment (see Tunström et al.,
2015).
A discussion regarding a specific category of open space can be related to a wider discourse
on environmental urban sustainability - the many parking lots located between or in close
proximity to the residential buildings in Bredäng. These patches of land, planned in an era
of increasing car use, have now, within the contemporary ideal of sustainability, lost its
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relevance as a modern amenity and efficient and relevant use of land. It is now land that
has lost its logic in a new societal organisation focusing on sustainable forms of transport.
Hence, these spaces can now be related to what Solà-Morales talks of as terrain vagues,
as the rational function of the spaces that have been lost. As such they carry little value
for the wider image of Bredäng and Stockholm as a sustainable and progressive city with
efficient land use, although they might possess high values in the everyday use by the local
residents. Even so, if the goal is to create a sustainable - hence a carbon free and non
pollutive - urban environment, these spaces are now incorporated as elements in a political
and visionary negotiation, in which there is no or little logic for preservation. Hence, as
von Schéele (2016) also discusses, these spaces may on one hand be seen as full of activity
as active parking spaces, while also be seen as filled with ambiguous political and ideological
meanings framing these spaces as non-productive or non-efficient voids in the urban fabric.
Preserved Bredäng
As few new developments have taken place in Bredäng the physical structure of the area
is to a large extent the same as when it was developed. Not many modernist areas in
Stockholm have such a clear, large-scale sustained structure as Bredäng, a fact often pointed
out in the interviews, as well as in the planning documents. To preserve and enhance this
historical legacy can be understood as one strategy for addressing future development
of Bredäng. Within this clear sustained structure the open spaces are seen as a defining
characteristic alongside the large houses, ordered in a sculptural matter. The narrative in
the strategy of preserving rests upon a romanticised view on the architecture and land use
in Bredäng. Bredäng is the successful modernist urban development and its open spaces
are cultural artefacts in the grander structure of Stockholm. The green open spaces are,
through a preserving approach, seen as positively characterising the area. Here the quantity
of spaces, rather than a qualitative view on functions and activities, is held as an important
aspect. Much like Kristensson (2012) argues when looking at the values carried by the
spaciousness of modernist urban areas.
The typology of Bredäng with its open spaces and distinct urban pattern can, in the
approach of preserving, be understood as signifiers not only for a planning ideal but also for
a specific form of urban community and urban life. The idealised and romanticised view on
the planning legacy and its social and political foundations can be understood as a critique
against current ideals of densification and urbanisms resting on a vivid street life based on
constant stimulus and consumption. Bredäng can, through an understanding evident in
the empirical material, be held as an authentic and more socially just urban space where
social life to a large extent plays out in the common green fields, in contrast to the focus on
consumption, events and experiences in the inner city. The romanticisation here becomes a
reflection of the ideals of Swedish modernism itself - the wish for community, social rather
than economic life, and a rest from the hectic inner city.
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However, not all open spaces are seen as carriers of the characteristics of Bredäng. The
central park land is held as valuable, also the open spaces separating buildings thus creating
and maintaining the airy form, are valued. These are green spaces and natural vegetation
blended into the urban landscape. Also the pedestrian paths, created by the extensive traffic
separation, add to the romanticised image of Bredäng as a child friendly and safe area marked
by an extensive social life and trust. To let children walk freely and to connect buildings to
central nodes are key characteristics of Bredäng, and enabled by the network of open spaces.
Hence, the separation of traffic is noted as an important cultural heritage - both in terms of
a material heritage e.g. the paved walkways and the many underpasses, and as an immaterial
heritage. The open spaces are seen as part of the community life, and the social life that
once was designated to take place on these spaces is worth keeping. It also taps into the
idea of a sustainable city where walking and biking are promoted means of transportation.
However, the parking spaces that are fundamental for organising the traffic in Bredäng are
not discussed as carrying the culture and characteristic of Bredäng. The parking spaces are
rather seen as open spaces that should be exploited, however difficult for the municipality
to execute as many of these areas are site leaseholds, thus not within the municipality’s
disposition. This leads to further issues of management of urban spaces and structures and
how preservation is to be carried out as original ownership and responsibilities have shifted
from primarily official institutions to a more varied set of private and public actors. Fokus
Skärholmen, with its quest for creating a holistic and coherent development of Bredäng
can act as a response to the potential difficulties of preserving a large area with a diversity
of leaseholders and owners.
Polished Bredäng
The third strategic approach found through plans and interviews is one reflecting a focus
on the local identity and uniqueness of Bredäng. Here Bredäng is presented as an area that
has been lagging behind the general development of Stockholm - in terms of social and
economic issues but also regarding the urban environment. However, Bredäng is seen as
holding potentials for becoming an integrated part of the city, and not be seen as a separated
suburban area. The structure should to a large extent be kept, as it is seen as an important
characteristic of the identity of Bredäng, however, the social content needs to be refined.
The open spaces are hence understood as positive, but potentially encouraging negative and
unwanted activities leading to widespread feelings of uncertainty and insecurity. Similar
to the sustainable approach there is a focus on qualitative aspects of the open spaces, they
should be defined as urban parks rather than simply open green spaces.
Closely connected is the view that the image of Bredäng, or the displayed identity, is
misleading and in need of change. The identity of the area is related to a sense of local
pride and local engagement in order to enhance living conditions in the area. Increasing the
sense of security and belonging is vital in this strategic approach. The open spaces should
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be tamed with more distinct activities – in order to foster certain behaviors and usages
of the spaces. Also, a clear distinction between public and private is held as important in
order to counteract ambiguities in how spaces are to be used. Here Ståhle’s (2007) term
ambiterritories captures this view where unclear ownership acts as obstructive for a vivid
urban life. In contrast, Crawford’s view on everyday urbanism would rather view the
ambiguity as an enabling element that lets the usage of the spaces define its functions and
role in the urban landscape.
The need for an improved and polished identity of Bredäng as an urban neighborhood on
the rise is also related to a wider frame of place marketing. Such an approach leads to a
view on the open spaces as canvases for expressionist activities, targeting a wider audience
than the nearest neighborhoods. The open spaces are in this approach put in a larger scale
than just Bredäng; here they are spaces within a world class city, as the mantra for The
Walkable City states. Connections to the approach of preserving can be made, however
with a slightly shifted focus from preserving cultural heritage as a signifier for past ideals to
preserving cultural heritage as place marketing and a tool for increased attractivity. The reframing of the modernist structures and open spaces as unique elements in a new urbanity
is held as key to increase local engagement and also to attract new residents. An increase
of residents moving to Bredäng to take part of the development and the new urban, yet
unique and aesthetically distinct, identity is not necessarily seen as being connected to risks
of gentrification but rather as a positive additions to the local urban life.
Approaching urbanities
The family and the local community were the main aspects of urban and social life in focus
when Bredäng was developed. Bredäng was a place where you should stay during your free
time, it was a place where you should socialise and do your day to day business, everything
you need should exist within Bredäng. The open spaces were supposed to act as an extension
of the home, a common space where the boundaries between private and public were to
be dissolved in order to create an equal common urbanity. As such, the open spaces was
in a modernist ideal vital parts of the modern urbanity. The life of inhabitants and the
greater societal organisation is no longer the same, some functions are therefore lost or have
become diffuse. The idea of urbanity and urban life has changed, which is reflected in the
strategic approaches presented above. We would argue that the three approaches promote
three different understandings of what urbanity should and could exist in Bredäng. This is
summarised in table 3.
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Open spaces today

Open spaces tomorrow

Urbanity

Sustainable

Rooms for interactions
Creating distance

Qualitative
Filled with functions
Clearly defined

Connected
Coherent
Conscious

Preserved

Romanticised
Characteristic

Quantitative
Holistic
Strengthened

Acknowledged
Pearl of modernism
Heritage

Polished

Unsafe
Characteristic
Ambiguous

Urban parks
Disciplining

Additions to structure
New form

Table 3:. Simplistic model of the three strategic approaches and their inherent views on urbanity.

In the strategic approach focusing on sustainability in Bredäng there is an understanding of
urbanity as connected to encounters and flows. Urban life is to be marked by movements in
defined areas, or directed to specific routes and passages. The urban streetscape constitutes
the backbone of the urban landscape. A good urbanity is associated with the idea of a
coherent city, not necessarily by urban blocks, but by connections and structures. Here the
new area Mälaräng is an example of the idea of structurally connecting two areas and hence
encouraging interaction and integration, which are key elements in the social sustainability
sought for. Bredäng is understood as an area that has fallen behind in terms of architecture
and urban design as well as socially and economically. Bredäng is in other words outdated
and needs to be upgraded. The urbanity portrayed in the strategic approach of sustainability
could be termed as a conscious urbanity, where local residents should participate and endorse
the discourse on urbanity emphasised by Stockholm municipality. Local residents wishing
to be a part of building a sustainable social structure is seen as essential in order to reach
a grounded sustainability. Therefore, the urban life needs to be permeated by knowledge
and conscious practices, in a mixed population with a multitude of ethnicities, cultures and
social groups.
While the strategic approach of sustainability perceives the current urbanity of Bredäng as
wrong, or as not urban, the strategic approach of preserving rather wants to acknowledge
the modernist structure as one form of urbanity. Here Bredäng is the pearl of modernism,
it is a successful heritage of modernism compared to e.g. Vårberg that also is situated within
the district of Skärholmen. This approach does not strive for change or additions to the
greater structure of Bredäng. In other words the present structure of Bredäng is perceived
as a nostalgic relic carrying its own values and urbanity. The urbanity of Bredäng offer
inhabitants something that cannot be attained in other forms of urban environments.
While the others approaches makes a valuation between the inner city and suburbs the
valuation in this approach is inversed. The way of life rather than the physical structures are
more important and the life in Bredäng is romanticised. This approach is not conceived as
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fully feasible as Bredäng cannot, and should not, be stagnated, a notion which complicates
the wish to preserve, which yet prevails.
The last strategic approach, the one concerned with polishing, partly acknowledges that
Bredäng today lacks urbanity compared to the dense inner city, but at the same time
acknowledges that a new kind of urbanity can be created in Bredäng. This is most easily
shown by a quote from a respondent discussing that Bredäng will transform by new
additions, saying that ‘it can become something really neat’. This view was shared by a number
of respondents, namely that the new development of Bredäng will lead to something
new, something unseen, a new good urbanity that can compete with the traditional block
structure. Here lies an acknowledgement of the dichotomy of the good inner city and the
suburbs that have fallen behind. Gentrification is understood as not necessarily a negative
process, but as something that partly can improve Bredäng. There is in other words a wish
to keep the modernist structure of Bredäng, but by adding new structures and qualities
something else will be created. In addition to this Bredäng needs to improve and renew its
local identity and its status to become an equal part of an extended and attractive inner
city. Once again Bredäng is put into a dichotomous relationship to the inner city, both
structurally but also socially. This dichotomous relationship is also reflected in the strive
for ‘playful’ architectural additions, where Bredäng lacks this quality. Here the urbanity
becomes part of an experience where aesthetics and attractive facades communicate a sense
of urbanity.
As discussed initially in the chapter, the three strategic approaches are not to be seen as
mutually exclusive, they are all negotiated constantly, and shifting constantly within the
practice of planning Bredäng. The difference between the approaches does not only point
towards the difficulties of developing a well sustained modernist area, but do also highlight
the many competing views and actors involved in the general planning system. This relates
back to van Assche’s et al. (2014) notion regarding power within the realm of planning.
Drawing from their discussion one can look upon the shift in comprehensive plans as a
clear example of how political ideologies steer urban planning. How these plans are realised
into material form will later influence how the open spaces, and the urban landscape, of
Bredäng is used and apprehended.
Changing values, changing forms
The forthcoming development of Skärholmen, Bredäng included, is an attempt to change
the planning process, moving towards a planning where it is easier for the municipality to
plan with a more general overview. This planning is to transform Skärholmen to a socially
sustainable city district. In other words, something is perceived in need to be added or
changed in order to make Skärholmen socially sustainable. However, if the goal is to
increase the socioeconomic status of the area by attracting residents from a more affluent
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social segment, and in that sense push for a gentrification, there is a risk leading to processes
of social filtration. Such processes of continuous upgrading and refurbishment of housing
areas from the mid 1900’s have been proven to lead to displacement of residents unable to
pay for the increased standard of housing (Baeten et al. 2016). Therefore, to utilise the open
spaces as a part in a wider process of marketing in order to strengthen the local identity for
the residents is potentially counterproductive if caution is not made to protect the interests
of current residents.
The concept of social sustainability is hard to pin down, which makes it is hard to translate
the conceptual idea to materiality. The striving for general overview bears many similarities
with the modernist planning that later has been criticised as top-down planning. One
difference from previous planning paradigms is however that the material outcome today is
shaped by private actors to a larger extent. Also, an increased focus on the urban experience as
a phenomena linked to the structure and density of the inner city sets the current paradigm
apart from previous. However, the dichotomy itself, between inner city and suburban areas,
pushed in contemporary planning was also present within the paradigm of planning in the
mid 1900’s. Although with a different valuation of what is desired and what is not. We
would argue that the idea of urbanity, what forms and spaces that are included within the
concept, should be widened. By seeing the open spaces in Bredäng as vital elements within
the everyday urbanity rather than holes, or antimatter to the urban, we can perhaps start
appreciating the plurality and complexity of urban life and urban form. To allow spaces
being unprogrammed or undefined may add humility to the practice of planning.
Reshaping Bredäng might lead to a changed urbanity, but the uneven valuation between
the inner city and the suburbs (Bredäng) might not disappear. Content from the inner city
have to be added if Bredäng’s modernist urbanity is to become an urbanity as pictured in
the comprehensive plan. This leads to a discussion regarding not just the idea of urbanity
but the geographical organisation of Stockholm with its clear centralisation of institutions
and services to the inner city and a few suburban nodes. While Bredäng has seen a reduction
of services; the postal service, the local bank and the governmentally owned liquor store
have moved. Even if the localisation of services lies outside the reach of urban planning it
touches upon topics such as equality and justice, both in the distribution of investments
and in access to and participation in the planning process. As such, planning can be seen
as a tool for ensuring an equal right to the city. Social sustainability should thus rather be
a synonym to social justice, and as such be a fundamental and indisputable element of
urban planning and not be reduced to a post-political terminology to frame and market
urban development projects. Hence, the clear ideological stand taken in the development
of Bredäng in the 1960’s could perhaps act as inspiration to planning to once again more
clearly reflect on the ideological preconceptions which steer how we shape our cities.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
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The aim of this thesis was to critically examine contemporary ideals of urbanity by
exploring the open spaces of Bredäng as fields for interaction between planning ideals.
The analysis, based on a qualitative case study with interviews and official documents as
empirical material, show that these spaces are ascribed a number of different, sometimes
contradictory, understandings within the process of planning. As an element in a modernist
urban area they are partly recognised as one of the foundational aspects of the historical
value of Bredäng. However, all spaces are not regarded with the same romanticised shimmer
- the undefined and undesired parking spaces or residual stretches of land are understood as
potentials for creating either a sustainable and coherent cityscape, or to define and promote
a refined identity of Bredäng.
Regardless of the approach, the open spaces are seen as in need of definition, as urban
parks, as cultural heritage or as transformed into vibrant spaces for street life. Hence, to
be undefined and undisciplined is not a viable alternative within a contemporary urban
context. A historical comparison can be made - if the land where Bredäng was planned can
be seen as a tabula rasa for new visions, the small scale open spaces becomes then a tabula
rasa for contemporary urban thought on which ideas and visions can be pictured.
Within the grander frame of the comprehensive plan, and the smaller scale of Fokus
Skärholmen, a number of strategic approaches are to be found. These different approaches
promote different forms of urbanity considered suitable for the future Bredäng. While all
are concerned with acknowledging the large modernist scale of Bredäng, they at the same
time strive to transform it, with different levels of impact. What bind them clearly together
is one focus presented in Fokus Skärholmen, namely social sustainability. However, the
notion of social sustainability is diffuse, and its meaning is not clearly defined. This in
turn complicates the work as a constant negotiation of the meaning takes place. A paradox
becomes apparent, on one hand we see a disconnection between the ideals that once shaped
the structure of Bredäng and the ideals transforming it today, whilst, on the other hand,
the comprehensive approach of Fokus Skärholmen could be understood as a continuation
of a historical legacy from the modernist era of holistic planning. Two planning ideals are
thus set up as contrasting and the wish of distancing the contemporary planning from the
negative stigma of the modernist area tends to veil the similarities. In Fokus Skärholmen the
municipality draws a broad vision under which all planning should be subordinate, a clear
top down approach, rather than to allowing multiple external actors to erect new urban
features without contextual sensitivity. Thorough investigations, analyses and research are
informing also the contemporary planning, just as the original plan for Bredäng was based
on scientific knowledge. Similarities does exists, it is rather the terminology and language
framing the planning practice that have changed, rather than the actual practice itself.
As urban planning is a politically steered practice, which rests upon competing
understandings of space, conflicts are bound to arise. This is evident also in Bredäng,
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especially as the area has been structurally well preserved, which makes the interactions
between historic and contemporary ideals clearly visible. The well preserved structure does
on the other hand not only evoke collisions but also opens up for a reimagined urbanity
beyond the dichotomy of desired inner city/undesired suburb. This is also reflected in the
open spaces of Bredäng, as they can imply both urban and un-urban space; they are not
necessarily part of a dichotomy. Open spaces are ambiguous, the main feature is that they
are open and unbuilt; they are the openings between the built structures.
A number of issues could be further researched in order to deepen the knowledge on the open
spaces in Bredäng within the contemporary planning practice. For example, to incorporate
experiences from residents and users of the open spaces would add understandings on the
social reality and the spaces’ role in the everyday geography. As this thesis solely focuses on
the planning system we are not able to say anything regarding the social aspects of the life
in Bredäng. Therefore we suggest that more research should be conducted focusing on these
aspects. More knowledge regarding the open spaces, what they mean and how they are used,
is a necessity for a deeper understanding regarding Bredäng and similar areas, and is needed
before they are developed upon. One could also add vital layers to the analysis by looking
into the economical incentives and arguments for and against a development of Bredäng.
The interest for the area displayed from the municipality is not acting in isolation but are
bound up with economical interests and market forces which will affect the structural
form of Bredäng. Such an approach would also let the open spaces play a part as analytical
element in the growing field of research on renovations, and accompanying displacement
of tenants, in modernist urban areas in Sweden.
Bredäng is just one area of many in Stockholm, areas that all carry different meanings
and narratives. Therefore case studies of other areas with similar history and structure are
needed in order to compare the findings. However, we argue that the findings presented in
this thesis provide an interesting foundation for a continued research on the open spaces of
modernism scattered through the geography of Stockholm.
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Figure 23: Bredäng scenery
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There is now a new fence put up on another open
space in Bredäng. Machines are digging new holes
and putting new pipes into the ground.
This new house will claim some of the open space
in the park. In the planning process it was decided
that the path, however, will ke kept. It will be placed
in a underpass through the building. Much like the
underpasses underneath the roads from the original
plans, the ones connected to a lack of perceived safety.
The new house will add some playful architecture to
Bredäng’s monotone appearance, some curved roofs
and some broken lines.
What will be kept of the open space is a thin segment
in the shape of a path, the segment lacking greenery,
the segment with a distinct function. Bredäng is
starting to take a new form, a denser form.

Epilogue.
“Whether it be the sweeping eagle in his flight, or
the open apple-blossom, the toiling work-horse,
the blithe swan, the branching oak, the winding
stream at its base, the drifting clouds, over all
the coursing sun, form ever follows function, and
this is the law. Where function does not change,
form does not change. The granite rocks, the everbrooding hills, remain for ages; the lightning
lives, comes into shape, and dies, in a twinkling.”
(Sullivan, 1896)

This all ends at the place where we took off. The
open space in Bredäng that started to be developed
is still in hiatus as far as digging goes. Walking from
this space, toward the subway, lead us to another
open space, a green field, or park, running through
Bredäng like a frozen river. The park is long and
narrow, it stretches from south to north, there are
room for activities such as sports, festivals and
sometimes a traveling circus. On one side, on top of
a small slope, the park borders a car road. Across the
road is the small commercial center of Bredäng, the
subway, a major bus stop for the area, schools and
houses. On the other side of the park is a pedestrian
path, followed by small and big houses. Across the
park, west to east, close to the subway, is a beaten
path. This path is well used, there is little fresh grass,
mostly gravel. It is the manifestation of a function.
Where the path meets the car road a new house will
be constructed.
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Appendix I
General interview guide
Theme: Developments in Bredäng
Bredäng have not seen many new developments since 1960’s, what reasons do you see for
the growing interest?
What trends and potentials for urban development do you see in Bredäng?
What trends and potentials are held forth by the municipality?
Is the historical legacy in Bredäng an important question for the current planning?
How is the question of historical environments understood and handled within current
planning?
Do you see any change in the focus between the old comprehensive plan [The Walkable
City] and the forthcoming regarding urban planning in Bredäng and similar areas?
Theme: Open spaces and new plans
Bredäng is characterised by open spaces - what function and role do these play today?
What values are ascribed to the open spaces within the planning process?
What do you perceive as potentials and risks with open spaces as those existing in Bredäng?
What are the effects if these were to be developed in any way - for cultural history, for the
local green environment, for the local community, for the built environment?
What are the current plans for Bredäng?
How is the project Fokus Skärholmen changing the planning procedure and focus?
social sustainability as a specific topic within Fokus Skärholmen - what is social sustainability
to you?
How is social sustainability implemented in the planning practice?
Theme: Urban life and urban ideals
What characterises an urban living environment - what elements are incorporated into
current ideals of urban life?
How do Bredäng relate to such ideals?
Fokus Skärholmen aims to add a ‘pulse of the inner city’ to Skärholmen - how do you
interpret this statement?
What would the urban planning need to add/change in order to reach the visioned urban
life in Bredäng?
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